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The High Priest, Caiaphas,. had watched with great lntereat the
doings of the young Nazarene, he who was called the Christ by the
multitudes Hls patience was exhausted; for had he not himself warned
this rash man to leave Jerusalem, to cease hls strange teachings to the
people of the established Church? Yet wait a bit. Those teachings
were not so strange to Calaphas and full well he knew that. As a young
man, he, too, had dreamed these visions of peace and good-wiU. He had
cherished in hls heart great love for his fellows and a desire for what
soever was good and pure. But thc years had changed him.
How clever this young Jesus had been to see through the deception
that he, Calaphas, had fostered upon the people. He remembered the
stinging words directed at him and the elders by the fearless young
preacher. Why, everyone of the things the bold youth had said had
indeed been true. The treasuries of the Church had been flUed by taking
away the widows’ savings and all the bare comfor’s of the poor; he and
the other priests had spent long hours memorizing the tedious prayers,
not one of which were ever uttered ln heart-felt devotion And finally,
he and the seribes’had been likened unto sepulchres which appear beau
LatPv..*«i*B'~l iXIOtiz
tiful outwardly, but are within full of dead men's bones
Calaphas recalled certain times he had seen Jesus. A purity of soul
Salutatorian Sylvia Thompson
Valedictorian Marilyn Starrett
had shone from the man's eyes; a devout sincerity had been ln every tone
Thursday Mias Marilyn Starrett
Other class parts were an- of voice, every word he had uttered. But the man would have to be
and Miss Sylvia Thompson were , nounced as follows: Class history, broken. It was the only way. What was one honest man's life against
the security of the established Church?
announced as valedictorian and saAlcy Jameson, daughter of Mr. and
That very afternoon Calaphas called an assembly of the chief priests,
hitatortan for the current gradu
ating ciaas cf Waldoboro High Mrs. Josiah O. Jameson; class pro- the scribes, and the elders In hls palace. The situation proved to be
j pnecy, Violet Maxwell, daughter of far more critical than he had thought. They resolved that they would
School.
have to resort to subterfuge to trick the people into placing their allegi
Miss Starrett, valedictorian, the Mr. and Mrs. William Maxwell;
Photo by Barde
ance with them ln order to get rid of Jesus. And lt was also decided
Members of the Fifth Grade at Purchase Street School watch the dexterous fingers of Shirley
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Ralph i class will, Robert Hahn, son of
that
when
this
man
called
Christ,
the
Savior
of
the
multitude,
died,
he
Barbour, chief linotvpe operator at The Courier-Gazette, play the difficult keyboard of hls machine. Ail
L Starrett of Friendship, lias rep | Mr and Mrs George Hahn; class
should die the most Ignoble death possible—death on the cross.
eyes, from left to right, are: Paul Fowles, Bill Keefe and Carl Griffith.
resented her class all four years gifts, Richard Scofield, son of Mr.
Peculiar though how hard lt was for him, Calaphas. to get to sleep
Another group of Rockland stu day morning and came away with paper roll off at the rate of 6000
as the student honored by thc ar.d Mrs. G Hamlin Scofield; and
His mind would keep going back to the last time he had
Willis
Johnson,
son
of
M
ts. Ruth that night
Waldoboro Lions Club as the
dents
visited The Courier-Gazette a better understanding of the copies an hour The reproduction
entered that inmoBt temple, the Holy of Hoiles Once a year he trod
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lar attention.
and publishing a newspaper
class. She also served as the school , doboro.
A lde from the scholastic honora turned from worshiping there. It was supposed to be the sacred place ardson About 20 members of the
They were shown how news Is
It was a pleasure to have them
treasurer and Student Council
of Javeh, — of Ood himself. How hls heart had quickened its beat when Fifth Grade of the Purchase
received, edited, set into type, at The Courier-Gazette Their con
member, and has participated ln 1 which these students have earned,
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he
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that
room.
He
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hard
of
soul,
he
remembered,
yet
Street School, under the guidance proof-read and then put into form. duct and the interest shown Indi
such activities as the Lincoln they will also have the honor to
then and ever since the miracle had yearly happened to him. He did of their teacher, Miss Clark, in
They followed the form to tlie cated that the time spent by them
County Spelling Contest and the represent the largest class ever to
worship while ln that white-walled desolate square of a room Really spected the establishment Thurs
press and watched the finished here was not wasted.
Philbrook Prize Speaking Oontest be graduated from Waldoboro
bow down before the Maker of Heaven and Earth even as the worshipers
Although her plans for next year High School thus far. At present.
ln the temple kneeled to pray at the appointed times of prayer. He had
are indefinite at the present time. I the class numbers 47.
French city of New Orleans. Here
felt himself strong and pure as once every year he bowed ln heart worship.
Miss Starrett Is giving serious
he saw slavery ln all Its hideousness
Well, he was becoming an old fool to think such things. Only the young
consideration to preparing herself
and then and there he vowed he
Supper Meeting
and unsophisticated ever had such thoughts He must be lonely to be
to enter the teaching profession.
. would strike at this vile thing.
imagining that any Ood was either ln his heart or ln the temple. Better
Miss Sylvia Thompson, saluta
Workers’ Conference Met get one of the young priests to keep him company, to drink away with Made Great Success In His Role As Pinch When he was 21 Lincoln’s father
’ moved again. They went west into
torian. Is the daughter of Mr. and
With Mrs. Stanley—Hon him these sentimental imaginings. But what was thc use of that? Here
i Illinois, moving ln covered wagons
Mrs. Henry Thompson of Friend
he had a problem, better think tt through without the help of God or
Hit Speaker At Rotary Club
ored Mrs. Studley
drawn by oxen. Here he helped
ship. Miss Thompson has been
anyone else. Jesus must die!
his father build a cabin. Then he
active In Glee Club, dramatics and
The March meeting of the Work
What had this Jesus really done that endeared him so to the people?
j left home to make his own way ln
prize speaking, having won sec er’s Conference of the Methodist The saying was that he saved others, his brothers and sisters as he
At yesterday's Rotary session upon such as: the Bible, ^Esop's the world. He became clerk in a
ond honors ln tlie first annual Church met at the home of Mrs foolishly called them, from death. Ah, that was it: he had saved others,
John Smith Lowe. D.D. stepped Fables, Life of Washington, and he village store, store-keeper and post
Philbrook Speaking Contest and H A. Stanley for a supper meeting
but could this Jesus save himself? “If I work on that principle," thought
first prize in the Lincoln Oounty Thursday evening. Following the! Calaphas, "I can’t lose, for I know that death is certain to mortal man." into the breach as a pinch speak walked 20 miles to borrow a law master. He split rails and meas
er and did one of the best Jobs of book and was well versed ln the ured land to mark off farms and
Contest during her Junior year servings of the meal, a business
The plan once formulated, to have Jesus tried for heresy against hls highly successful speaking car- i statutes of the State of Indiana.
roads. After six years of hard
She lias also served as student li meeting was held with Supt. of the established religion, almost fell short of accomplishing Its purpose
eer.
When Lincoln was eight years i work and lonely study he became a
brarian and Is currently the treas Sunday School Leroy Chatto in | The Emperor Pilate knew a martyr when he saw one; and so, it was
He took for his theme Abraham of age. hls father pulled up stakes lawyer. He then left the village
urer of her class. Following hcr charge. Reports from the heads of not until the chief priest insidiously questioned the honor of a governor
graduation, Miss Thompson will the various departments in the of Rome in upholding the machinations of an avowed enemy of civil law, Lincoln, Ignoring the well known and with hls wife and boy mi to go to the State capital to Uve.
mature career of the great man grated Into the State of Indiana, At the time of the Black Hawk war
continue her studies at the Uni Sunday School showed very grat that the death sentence was passed.
and dealing with his earlier years finally reaching the little village of he recruited a company and be
versity of Maine where she 1s al ifying results to the Interested
"He saved others: himself he cannot save." As he hung upon the His young life was a prophesy of
Gentry-ville. He went Into the came captain. After Black Hawk
ready enrolled in the flve year workers.
cross, those »ords shouted in mocking triumph were borne to Jesus' the man that he was to be
forest and helped hls father cut surrendered he went back to hls
nursing program.
At the conclusion of the meeting ears. And he wondered concerning the truth of them, for truth had
It was quite the fashion of those down trees to build a log cabin of law practice, and became a mem
John Black, son of Ernest Black a table full of daintily wrapped been always a passion with him. He called In a loud voice in his dis
of Waldoboro, was announced as gifts mysteriously appeared and tress: “My God. my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" And hls soul early years to overpatnt the humble the roughest sort, a shack open on ber of the Legislature, and was
baring won third honor, the ad was presented to Mrs. Vernon received the answer; but hls lips could not Interpret it to the watchers. origin of this man who became one side It wasn't nearly as good popular ln the Douglas debates.
dress to undergraduates
Aside Studley. This came as a complete And it seemed that Calaphas, the High Priest, had triumphed and spake such a noted character ln our na as a wigwam. The fire was out Douglas found out to hls sorrow
tional life. Lincoln's ancestors were side. They lived ln this a year. that his opponent was a brUliant
from his whole-hearted participa surprise to Mrs. Studley. who will well when he cried "he saved others: himself he cannot save."
among the most prominent tn our The boy waa only nine when his and distinguished orator.
tion in school activities in general. soon take a leave-of-absence from 1953 A. D.
I early times. Eight Lincolns came mother died, Juat as they got a new
These early yeara were working
John has shown unusual mana her duties as head of the Begin
A modern Man of God knelt by the bedside of a dying man. "To
gerial ability. He has been mana ner's Department ln the Sunday know God. yea. to know His Power Is the root of Immortality," he uttered with the colonists to the Massachu cabin built. The life was too hard together to form the character of
setts shores. Samuel Lincoln was a for her. The boy helped his father one of the greatest men in world
ger of varsity basketball for three School.
the words with sincerity and soulful devotion. "Jesus said, Tn my
The members and guests who at Father's house are many mansions, I go to prepare a place for you, if man of distinction, a graduate of saw boards from a green log to history. His hardships and sorrows
years and has served for two years
Harvard, served ln the House, and make a coffin.
mellowed hls nature, making him
as general manager of magazine tended the meeting were: Rev. and it were not so I would have told you’," he continued.
was appointed attorney-general
He went down the Ohio River, on the great man we love to honor
sales campaign. He ls also presi Mrs Merle S. Conant. Mrs Dorothy
The dying man raised hls eyes to those of the Man of God: “He Levi Lincoln was one of the earliest down the Mississippi to the big today.
dent of the Senior Washington SmaU. Miss Olive Caller, Mr. and lives. Jesus is near me: I feel Hls power and strength. Pray for me."
governors of our own State of
Mrs. Robert C. Gregory, Donald
Trip Club.
And, caught in the binding tides of the Spirit’s flow, thc soul of Maine. There were a number of j
the one ministering answered the call of tlie lips of the dying man: Abraham Lincolns In the family '
"Not my will, but thine, O Ood, be done. Sanctify tn us the knowledge
Life was primitive ln those days
ot life eternal, that we may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Abraham Lincoln Joined the mi-.
ATTEND
Christ whom thou hast sent. Amen."
gratory train leading Into New
And so the generations have given the lie to thc words of Caiaphas Jersey. Into Virginia, thence into Problem Of Fire Protection Is Due For
For Caiaphas saw but half of true. Hc saved others; yes, that ls a Kentucky They settled ln Harden'
glorious half-truth. But even greater ls the continued truth that he County, and Abraham Lincoln, i
Action; Other Articles In the Warrant
who would save hls life must lose lt. And as He saved others, so He grandfather of Abraham Lincoln,'
was quite a property owner in those j
himself was saved.
days. He was killed by the Indians, • Owls Head citizens gather ln a created considerable of a stir ln
and Thomas Lincoln, hls son, Ab- | special town meeting at 7 p. m..
and David Oregory, Harold WhiteOwls Head, First Selectman Avard
raham's father, was then 10 yeara Monday to make a decision as to
hill. Miss Harriet Trask, Ralph U.
At the Church of Your Choice
PUBLIC SUPPER of age. There were nine other chil what they will do to provide fire Walker has consulted with City
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Chatto,
Manager Farnsworth and much of
dren.
37’38
Mrs. Harold Philbrook. Mrs. Car
protection for the community.
Monday
Thomas Lincoln was far more
roll Merrill, Mr and Mrs. Vernon
Rockland has asked that the the tension caused by the letter
than the "no good fellow" he was
neighboring town obtain enough has been eased.
ri’.i'.f.tmr Studley and Mrs Stanley
March 30
supposed to be. He became an ex
At a public meeting held in
apparatus to allow its people to
pert carpenter, his main tool, the
Maundy Thursday observance
care for their smaUer fires such Owls Head Wednesday night, the
6.15 P. M.
axe.
He
lived
in
a
log
cabin.
At
the
under the auspices of General
as gra'S and brush fires and chim situation was discussed at some
MASONIC TEMPLE
age of 25 he owned a farm of sev
Knox Chapter of Rose Croix, An
length with many suggestions of
ney blazes
eral acres and raised crops. He i
MENU:
cient Accepted Scottish Rite, wdll
Rockiand would continue to I the problem being made
married
Nancy
Hanks.
Her
people
!
be held in Masonic Tomplc. on
Fruit Joice Cocktail
Suggestions ranged from a suplanded ln Plymouth and were answer calls to major blazes under 1 ply of Indian tanks (flve gallon
Sunday, March 20 1953, at 3 p. m
ROAST BEEF
an existing contract, which has
prominent
there
She
was
the
belle
The public is cordially Invited.
Mashed Potato String Beans
container# carried on a firefight
of the county. For reasons of her been in force several years
Lettuce Salad
er's
back and connected to a com
Recently.
the City Copncll,
own she chose Tom Lincoln from
A NEW Delightful Taste
Hot Rolls
through the City Manager, in bination pump-nozzle) to the puramong
all
hcr
other
suitors.
She
| chase of major equipment.
Try Our Welcome!
Dessert
Coffee
became the best homemaker, cook formed the community that unless
Sensation!!!
81.25
It was learned that Camden had
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
and mother in all the counties equipment for small fires was ob
Aos. Rockland Lodge AFAAM
11 A. M. and 7.3# P. M.
tained. the agreement to fight a tank truck which was Under
round
about.
Charitv Fund
PALM SUNDAY
Young Lincoln became fascinated Owls Head's fires would be termi writers approved and considered
38-lt
surplus by that town's department
37-38
with the art of reading, reading j nated tn 60 days.
It is understood that Owls Head
everything he could lay his hands
Since receipt of the letter, which
selectmen will confer with Rock
£XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXWXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV^
land councilors before towm meet
|
RUMMAGE SALE
\
ing and make an inspection of
NEW 4 FLAVOR
PACKERS —NOTICE!!
; the apparatus said to be for sale
In Camden ln order that they may
All Persons Planning To Pack This Year
UNDERCROFT
|
have a full report to make to
At the Port Clyde Packing Company—
their townspeople Monday night.
Also tn the special meeting
St. Peter's Episcopal Church
J
ICE CREAM
warrant ts an article to see if the
town wdll accept the Lucia Beach
Bulk Only
To Sign Up and Have Tables Marked
1 road as a town road. Also, the
SATURDAY, MARCH 28
policy of the community regarding
Port Clyde Packing Company
ON SALE, STARTING APRIL 1st
AT 9 O'CLOCK
$
beach roads Is to be discussed.
POET CLYDE - MAINE
AT ALL EDWARDS DEALERS
The construction of a seanraU
38-It
3638
M«kXANVOXXX^XXXXXXXXVkXVOMXVAMO»SO9EWmMXXXXXX^
38-39
at Gresoent Beach from town Ho 4-

JOHN LOWE BATTED FOR l.l

OWL'S HEAD MEETING MONDAY

C. Dalton Bowen, George C.
Prescott and Irvllle Barter were
elected selectmen of Isle au Haut st
the Island outpost's town meeting
held Monday. The selectmen rank
ln the order ln which they are
named
Dorothy R Barter was named
for the dual tasks of town treasurer
and tax collector while Pearl Pres
cott was elected town clerk.
To serve as constables are Oeorge
C. Prescott and Maurice Barter. C.
Dalton Bowen was named sealer of
weights and measures and Irvllle
Barter the surveyor of wood and
lumber.
Stanley E Dodge. Sr. and Maybelle Chapins were named as new
members of the school board.
Appropriations for roads amount
ed to 81.400 and 8750 for fire pro
tection. The school budget totaled
83.850 with a miscellaneous account
of 8650 being allowed.
Hollis B Nevells served as mod
erator of thc meeting with the war
rant bemg read by Constable
George C. Prescott.
There was a large turnout for
the meeting which fell on the first
real spring day experienced on ths
island this year.

City Manager Frederick Farns
worth announced the appointment
as a probationary fireman, of
Donald S. Steele. 32, of 81 Cres
cent street, to replace Lewis Stockford who has resigned. Steele Is
a former employee of the Rack
llff and Witham Lobster Company
of Rockland, and has nearly 10
years' Army service, being dis
charged in 1940 as a technical
sergeant.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to Uve again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. Th#
loss of these tastes ls a lose of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
THE MAKING OF FRIENDS
If nobody smiled and nobody
cheered and nobody helped us
along,
If each every minute looked after
himself and good things all
went to the strong.
If nobody cared Just a little for
you, ar.d nobody thought about
me.
And we stood all alone to the battle
of life, what a dreary old world
it would be.
Life is sweet Just because of the
friends we have made and the
things which in common we
share;
We want to Uve on not because of
ourselves, but because of the
people who care;
It's giving and doing for somebody
else—-on that all life’s splen
dor depends.
And the Joy of this world, when
you've summed lt all up, is
found ln the making of friends.
—Edgar A. Guest.
tag to the property of Dr. Charlea
D. North ls also requested.
Also ta the warrant ls an Item
asking voters to determine what
sum of money will be added to the
roads and bridges appropriation.

Always Clean
Always Unifcrni

The Treat
Of The Month....

RAINBOW

Please Call At the Factory At Once

• Pybofax Gas burns with •
clean, blue flame-without soot, odor
or waste. The uniform quality of
Pybofax Gas-guarded by a sarlae
of exacting controls—gives you the
most efficient fuel for cooking, wa
ter-heating, refrigeration. See us to
day for the best in gas appliances
the best in bottled gu urric*.

<7WU,
lopertar BOTTIZD OAS SaavlM

Albert E. MacPhail
U5 MAD* ST.

TEL. IM
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Spring again:
Added hours of daylight. Frosty
j
nights that dust the fields and
meadows with a fragile breath of i
white that disappears like magic
at the first few moments of tomor
row's sun. Warmer days to stir the
sap of sleeping trees and a blush
on swelling buds that give promise
of foliage soon to come. How ob
vious is Nature's welcome to this
wonderful season.
Consider it's call to all animate
things. The toad, buried unbreath
ing and foodless in the muddy bank
of pond or brook. You missed him
last October as you gathered the
last fringed gentions from the mea
dow. Since then he has been but a
lifeless lump, to neither move a leg
or open an eye until now. Many a
blistering storm has swept over
his hiding place. Thickening ice i
has crushed the lily pads and ska '

ters have dashed over his head
with shouts of laughter but he
heeded them not.
But today in a silence that made
the songsparrows small voice ring
shrill and clear across the meadow
the toad has felt the call of spring.
By the time the last fragment of
Ice has gone from his pond and the
sun has warmed the shallow water
at its edge he will emerge. It may
take him a whole day to get the
mud from his throat and eyes, but
if the evening is mild and there are
other toads about he may try his
voice. You know his call. He is the
“peeper” of our countryside in
spring. A simple song but one we
love to hear.
What is this silent power of
spring?
Remember the furry caterpillar
who was hustling aimlessly about
early in November for a place to
sleep out the winter? We thought
he might have been too late, but
he made it, he was out today and
still hustling, the movement of his
many feet making ripples in his
furry coat like flowing water. Each
day we observe the familiar plu
mage of another migrant bird.
When they left last fall they ap
peared quiet and morose, but today
with spring in their hearts, they
perch and sing lustily even in de
fiance of chilling snowflakes. Soon
will come the white throats the
thrushes, the bobolinks, the whip
poorwills and a host of wablers
who really “cut loose” with fancy
song. But before they come even
our most commonplace starlings
will attempt to impersonate them,
to assure us spring is here.
Perhaps if you’d been on Pump
kin Hill today as the morning sun
slowly penetrated over its crown to
the western slope you might have
heard the male partridge drum
ming. Surely a rare treat to any
nature lover.
From Bartlett's Oaks today came
the distinctive cackle of a cock
pheasant. I turned from my work
across the river to listen and I ex
pect the trim mottled heads of ev
ery pheasant hen within hearing
distance was turned to hear it too.
The world comes to life quickly for
natures children in the conscious
ness of spring.
Humans look out across the
countryside and say “Ah! What a
day," and as they stand quietly for
a deep breath of it's fragrant air.
there beneath their feet is the
green head of a dandylion, its tiny
bud already formed at the center
and reaching for that same sunlit
air that makes us feel so good.
Who shall say that spring is not

the most wonderful of all our sea
sons? Let him step into any strip
of nearby woods and stoop to turn
over a handful of leaves lightly
with his fingers.
Three weeks ago he would have
needed a crowbar to do even this.
As he lifts the last leaf from the
soil the intricate pattern of many
tiny new leaves look up at him.
Little threadlike roots criss cross
the spot in various colors, the soil
feels cold, but there in pale yel
low are the shoots and miniature
leaves of the white violet. Can you
imagine how solidly its parent root
was frozen only a few short weeks
ago? But. today it’s will to be part
of spring and see the sun again
keeps it pushing on it’s covering,
soon the spicy fragrance of its
blooms, which also lived in that
solidly frozen root, will make the
season more wonderful.
Perhaps as he stoops over that
small patch of exposed soil a tiny
beetle, like an animated glass bead,
dashes across. Deep in the ground
or carefully tucked away in some
decaying log he has lain dormant
throughout the winter, but now he
is in the business of becoming part
of spring.
Yes, I believe it is the greatest
season of all.
Speaking of the cock pheasant
and the partridge makes me won
der how many readers have heard
the calls of these great game birds,
You of course know that the
pheasant is not an American bird.
I expect he originated from the
plains of Mongolia, for besides the
American title of “ringneck” he
also bears the name of “chink” and
Chinese Pheasant.
Being a polygamist, the cackle
(or perhaps its “crow") of the male
pheasant is but an audible expres
sion of little importance in his
philandering life, except to express
that he is feeling fit for love or
battle. Yet his distinctive call,
which sounds like a squeaky pump
handle generally turns the head of
every hen pheasant within hearing
distance.
The proud and strutting gentle
man uses his call at all seasons of
the year and except for “Small
talk" in the presence of his flock it
represents his entire vocabulary.
Perhaps three or four times in a
lifetime outdoors I have witnessed
the actual cackling of the male
pheasant.
Never has the preliminary pre
paration been twice the same and
the whole procedure is nearly as
commonplace as the crowing of a
barnyard rooster.
Usually the pheasant gets situa
ted on some high spot, pulls up a
few blades of grass then stretches
high on his toes, flaps his wings
and sends out his call.
Most of the fun of watching him
comes afterwards, for the conceit
ed bird will put his head close to
the ground and peer around in all
directions through the alders or
into the brush as if expecting toxsee
numerous females rushing to his
side. He seldom gets such quick
results, however and if another
cock pheasant comes to his call
during the mating season a good
“old fashioned” fight with flying
feathers, spurs flashing and all
other attributes, is likely to occur
•• • •
The preliminaries to a male part
ridge drumming is rather more
complex and quite interesting.
The gentleman partridge is also
a polygamist, but his drumming is

— SPORTSMEN —

The Opening of the 1953 Fishing Season
Is Just Around the Corner
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE MANY

OUTSTANDING VALUES
THAT WE ARE OFFERING

Montague "Holloglass” Fly Rod........... $10.95
Aluminum Landing Nets
1.25
Glass Spinning Rod by Montague...........
6.95
“Cary-Lite” Live Bait Buckets
1.00
Montague Glass Baitcasting Rod..........
3.98
Lead Trolling Keels..................................... 29
Telescope Rods .................................
3.29
Torpedo Taper Fly Lines.....................
5.50
Replacements for Landing Nets.............. 50-.75
Complete Line of Fly Tieing Material
Rod Re-Winding and Re-Finishing Service
For the Month of April We Are Offering a

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF 20% OFF
ON ALL BAMBOO FLY RODS
SMITH'S SPORT SHOP
LOCATED AT INGRAHAM HILL — ON OWL'S HEAD ROAD
38-lt

the expression of what seems to be
much more sincere and deeper
seated emotions and preparation
is more of a pattern used by each
male. The sound is made (I always
thougiht) from the wings beating
the air. A good view of a partridge
drumming is one of the rarest
sights of nature.
Some naturalists claim the boom
ing sound is made by the wings
striking across the birds breast.
But when you remember that the
partridge who “scares the daylights
out of you" when flushed, can also
fly as quietly as a dove, you’ve got
to admit he has a pair of wings
with which he is quite accom
plished.
The only man-made sound that
was even a fair imitation of it to
my mind, was a pair of leather bel
lows which that master blacksmith
Bill Sawyer used to use in his old
shop in Glover's lumber yard
years ago.
Most of our male birds are apt
to display their plumage and
"play-up" their fine appearance
during mating time, but if the
partridge is a "wizard" with his
wings he's better than that when
it comes to the art of displaying.
Our male partridge wanders slow
ly through the woods quite alone,
picking up a bit to eat here and
there. Suddenly he feels the urge
to seek a companion or do battle.
He hops onto an old log or blow
down and looks all around. Per
haps for two minutes he "fiddles"
with his
plumage, rearranging
feathers here and there.
His black ruff on the neck is ex
tended several time and he flexes
his crest. During the display he
will spread his beautifully barred
tail like a full-open fan and dip it
first to one side and then the
other until it touches the log. Then
with tail still spread he will ex
tend one leg straight out to one
side and lay his open wing out
over it and the same at the other
side.
All the while he may be slowly
moving his head and neck with ruff
extended from one side to the
other as if admiring his own
beauty. When quite satisfied with
his appearance he will relax and
placing his feet quite wide apart
he will start the motion of the
wings that makes a sound.
At first only a faint sound is
heard, but when the right cadence
is attained and the air passing
through the longer wing feathers
give them the right curve, the
booming sound carries far across
the woodlands. It appears that the
wingtips cross each other at each
stroke across his breast.
What holds him there is more
than I know, but the wingstroke
seems more lengthways of the body
than the up and down stroke of
flying. I have seen partridge drum
ming only twice but have heard
them many times. The sound at
mating time seems more appealing
but they are likely to drum when
ever the spirit moves them.

Legion Corps
New By-Laws Are Adopted;
Vacancies Still Exist For
Drummers, Buglers
At a meeting of the Legion
Drum and Bugle Corps Wednes
day evening, the revised by-laws
of the organization were approved
by the members.
Seven trustees, all officers of
the Corps, were named. On the
board are Frank Bridges, Jr.,
president; Fred Ingerson, vice
president; Leland Briggs, secre
tary; Kenneth Carroll, treasurer;
Wallace Vinal, equipment officer;
Robert Grant, bugle instructor;
and Dale Hughes, assistant equip
ment officer.
It was voted to start on a drill
program of two meetings each
week, starting the week of April
12.

There are still vacancies in the
Corps for both buglers and drum
mers. Experience is not necessary
as the unit has competent in
structors who are ready and will
ing to work with beginners.
First public appearance of the
season is scheduled for Memorial
Day.
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State Legion Officials Visit Rockland Post

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

[EDITORIAL]
ROCKLAND AREA CONCERNED
Within a few weeks the Maine Turnpike Authority is ex
pected to render a decision which will have an impact to
the tune of nearly two and one-half million dollars on
Maine's overall business economy and, will affect that of the
Rockland area to the extent of better than one and threequarter million dollars.
If the Turnpike Authority decides to pave the PortlandAugusta extension of the Maine toll-road with Portland
cement-concrete, then it is a foregone conclusion that the
Dragon Company, Inc., at Thomaston—Maine and New Eng
land’s only cement plant—wil] furnish the material. It would
mean approximately $1,800,000 additional business, sufficient
to keep the big Thomaston plant—with its 226 personnel—op
erating for a solid four months.
It is elementary to point out that the chain-reaction
from this pouring of nearly $2,000,000 into a major industry
of this area would be reflected in virtually every business
enterprise in. this vicinity—butcher, baker and candle-stick
maker.
To transport the estimated 626,000 barrels of cement from
Thomaston to appropriate terminals would mean nearly half
a million dollars of additional business for the servicing
railroad (a Maine business.)
Electric power would be used to the extent of nearly
$100,000.
The State of Maine treasury, through attending taxes,
would realize about $17,000.
The total approximately $2,400,000 that would be poured
into Maine’s economy would include an estimated $1,000,000
in wages to Maine men and women—much of it going into
Knox County pay envelopes.
Should the Turnpike Authority decide on a non-rigid
type of pavement, this nearly two and one-half millions will
go to the business firms in southern states and or, Mexico.
Now. we are a newspaper—not an engineering firm.
Consequently, it would, perhaps, be presumptious on our part
to attempt to dictate the forth-coming decision. However,
there are certain highway-engineering facts that supposedly
are self-evident and, in light of the importance of the deci
sion may justify repeating.
Over 82 per cent of all modern toll-roads, and all ex
press-ways in our nation (including those in cold-weather
states) are of cement-concrete We think of the 327-mtle
Pennsylvania Turnpike, costing J241.000.000; the New York
Thru-Way, now under construction and which will measure
more than 500 miles and cost an estimated $500,000,000.
Closer to home (the U S. Route 1 cutoff at Freeport,
Maine), we have complete evidence that 'air-entraining''
Portland cement from the Thomaston plant has conquered
“scaling," which attended the original concrete roads in
Maine. The evidence is sufficiently conclusive to result in the
Maine State Highway Commission designating the same type
of pavement for future U. S. Route 1 construction on the
heavily-travelled Portland-Brunswick road.
With the U. S Bureau of Public Roads recognizing ce
ment-concrete as having virtually double the life-span of the
next highest type of pavement, there
appears to be no ques
tion as to “durability."
We are further informed that "first costs” are compar
able.
So, we ask only that, if our information is correct, then
the Maine Turnpike Authority deliberate with due care in
reaching this decision which will carry with it a $2,400,000
gain to Maine’s business economy.

CUSHING
In the account of the Golden
Wedding anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs William B. Hall, the names
of Mrs Hall's niece. Mrs. Lucille
Stone, and grandniece, Laurel
Stone, were inadvertently omitted.
Miss Fannie Crute, who has
been visiting friends in Washing
ton, D C., returned home Thurs
day, having been called by the
death of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Frank Crute.
Mrs. Edward Latva is a patient
at Knox Hospital.

•Coal Basic Value

The Bituminous Coal Institute’s
documentary motion picture, “Pow
ering America’s Progress," has been
awarded a George Washington
Honor Medal by the Freedoms
Poundation. The medal is for out
standing excellence in the 16 mm.
film field, and is one of the Foun
dations annua] aw-ards for note
worthy contributions to a better
understahding of the American way
of life. The Poundation is a nonprofit, non-political and non-sec
tarian organization composed of
Stork Shower
prominent men and women from
Mrs. Oakley Ames was guest of business, education, the judiciary,
honor at a surprise stork shower the professions and the clergy. Its
given by Mrs. Carl Young and standing is indicated by the fact
Mrs. Fred Olson Monday evening
at the former’s home.
Although she did not take an ac
A prettily decorated table had tive part in affairs outside the
as a centerpiece a small cradle home, she was always ready and
filled with cards containing money willing to contribute to any worthy
for the honor guest. The open cause and to help in anything for
ing of the cards by Mrs. Ames the good of the community.
was followed by a delightful so
Besides her husband she is sur
cial hour, after which dainty re vived by five sons and two daugh
freshments of sandwiches, cake, ters, Kenneth L. Donald K. Har
and punch were served by the hos vey L.. of Cushing. Frank A. Jr.,
tesses.
of Thomaston, Douglas W., in the
Present were Anna Ames, Kath Merchant Marines; Dorothy A , a
eryn Maloney. Lucy Young. Erma student at University of Georgia
Curtis, Margaret Wilson, Beatrice in Atlanta, Ga . and Ramona E .
Vose. Milly Ames, Edith Degler, who is a sophomore at Thomaston
Gladys Davis, Lora Olson and Ag High School, at home. Four grand
nes Young. Sending gifts but un children, Kay, Karl and Lawresable to attend were Olive Seavey, ton- Crute of Cushing, and Malcolm
Dorothy Davol,
Fannie Davis. Crute of Thomaston; two sisters,
June Davis, Mildred Marshall, Mrs. Lester Lufkin, Cushing, and
Florence Geyer, Maud Stone, Eli Mrs Riley Davis, Pleasant Point.
zabeth Duchette, Louise Ames, Mrs. Doris Tinker of Rockland is
Hester Maloney, Erma Farmer, a niece, and Richard Lufkin of
Lillian Stevens, and Edith Salli- Cushing and Irving Lufkin of
nen.
Warren are nephews.
Mrs. Frank A. Crute
The funeral services with Rev
The sudden passing on Tuesday, Kathleeri Weed officiating were
March 17, of Ina May Crute, wife held at the Broad Cove Church
of Frank A. Crute, came as a di Friday afternoon. March 20, and
stinct shock to the community.
was largely attended.
Several
She was born in Waldoboro, hymns were played by Mrs. Lana
March 19, 1896, and lived there Killeran preceding the service,
until 10 years of age, when the and a solo 'Tace to Face," a fa
family moved in 1906 to Cushing vorite hymn of Mrs. Crute’s, was
where she had since resided. On sung by Miss Weed
The floral
Dec. 20. 1916, she was married to tributes were many and beautiful
Frank A. Crute.
and bore silent testimony of the
A woman of sterling qualities, a esteem of the deceased. Underdevoted wife and mother and a bearers were four sons. Kenneth.
real home-maker, she will be sadly- Donald. Frank. Jr., and Harvey.
missed within the family circle. Interment was In Norton cemetery.

Camden Legionnaires and state Legion officials were guests of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post Thurs
day evening. Shown above, left to right, are Department of Maine Commander Walter Leland of DoverFoxcroft; Mrs. Blanche E. Morse of Cherrvfield, state Auxiliary president; Mrs. Isabelle Pinkham, Portland,
Auxiliary secretary of the state; Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post Commander Harold Kaler and Commander
Warren Ulmer of the Camden Post. The state officials spoke and the convention here in June came in for
attention.
Photo by Cullen

Good Fishing

The Development Commis
sion Predicts'Considerable Forrest Wall Suggests Merging South
Open Water April 1
Thomaston, St. George, Owl's Head
When fishing becomes legal in
10 Maine counties April 1. there
will be more open water than
anglers have any right to expect.
A Maine Development Commission
writer who is touring inland wa
ters reports flocks of robins in the
fields and even occasional blue
birds twittering in the trees. The
weatherman may pull a fast April
Fool's Day joke, he admits, but
he thinks it highly unlikely lakes
and ponds now open could be
sealed again by that date.
He found Damariscotta Lake
breaking up three days ago with
a lot of open water at one end.
Peter's Pond, Waldoboro, a trout
pond, is wide open. Other trout
waters in Lincoln and Kn-ox are
almost entirely free of ice.
Swan Lake in Swanville, has an
appreciable amount of open wa
ter but also has a lot of white ice
as of this date. Toddy Pond. East
Oriand, has some open water
along the edges.
Looking up Graham Lake (above
Ellsworth) from Route 180, a
large part is ice free.
In this
chain of lakes, Branch Pond has
maybe better than 50 per cent ice
but this looks dark; Phillips Lake
has a ilttle open water on the
edges; Green Lake, a popular sal
mon lake, probably will be fish
able in the Narrows but there is
a big If as to whether boats can
go up from Jenkins beach, which
is still pretty well closed in. Resi
dents there say April 1 or soon
after. Brooks in this circuit 'Au
gusta to Ellsworth to Bangor and
return) look excellent as of March
25. (Fishing becomes legal in
Penobscot County April 15. Bangor
pool, April 1.)
The Commission last week indi
cated that Sebago is wide open
and brooks in that section to the
New Hampshire line are fishable.
Small pond6 in the Sebago area
are partly open at this time.

that past awards have been pre
sented by such distinguished citi
zens as General Eisenhower ahd
Dr. Robert A. Millikan.
The film in question, which was
made w.th the expert assistance of
the March of Time organization,
has received high praise before—
the Film Council of Greater Bos
ton gawe it first place in the pub
lic relations section of its annual
film festival. Its purpose is to In
form and entertain—it contains
no special pleading. The producers
hoped for a picture that would
make a deep and lasting impression
on the public, and that hope has
been fulfilled.
It is significant that the coal in
dustry is the subject of such a film
—for no industry has a more im
portant factual story to tell. Coal
is one of those basic resources
which Dlay a vital and ever-in
creasing role in the life of this
country. It is one of the rocks on
which our strength is built.

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL
i By BiU Judkins)
The Rockland Junior High Bas
ketball League ended Wednesday
with the Flanagan and Smith
teams showing identical 4-1 rec
ords.
Next week, a tournament for all
teams will be held, with Coach
Jerry Audiet in charge Both Audet
and Varsity Coach Mike DiRenzo
were highly impressed with the
scoring and ball handling ability
displayed by the boys while the
league was in action.
Here are the final standings:

Wiscasset

Wiscasset High School reports
baseball is slowly coming into its
own there. Pitchers and catchers
were called out early this week
No reports on the progress of pit
chers and catchers was given at
this time.
j

Quirk Notes

Ted Vail, Union High Coach, an
nounces that his baseball club
will not practice until after spring
vacation.

Lincoln Academy’s annual "Justa-Fiesta" Fair is about set for this
.800 year. This fair helps support ath
letics at L. A.
.800
.800
A noon hour volleyball tourna
.400 ment is being conducted at Wis
400 casset High. A lot of fun, and it
keeps the kids busy.

Junior High League
Flanagan
4-1
J. Smith
4-1
Mahoney
3-2
Teel
2-3
Robinson
2-3
Intra-mural At Union

Union High School, under Coach
Ted Vail has also been playing
intra-mural basketball. For the
past three weeks, 20 boys have
been taking part in a four team
league The wind-up is due next
week.

King Basketball is still being
played officially at Wiscasset. The
grammar kids played at Bath
Thursday night. This game marks
one of the last of their 21 game
schedule.

*♦*******♦**»»*»*♦»*♦<**%%»%**<

Indoor Cage At Waldoboro

Waldoboro, always a Uvely base
ball town, has come up with a
unique idea to hurry the season.
Principal Brainard Paul of Wal
doboro High School, announces
the purchase of a large protective
net to be installed in the gym.
This net will enable Coaches
Church Begley and Carl White, a
baseman, to have the boys loosen
former University of Maine first
up without the usual fear of bat
tering the gym walls.

— WANTED —
OLD FASHIONED

CHAIR TABLES
I
|
1
’
J

Preferably those with round
tops. I'll pay from $25.00 to
$40.00 for them—depending on !
style and condition. Write or I
phone

W. J. FRENCH

HIGH ST - CAMDEN, ME.
TEL. CAMDEN 759

— WANTED —
DEALER - SALESMAN

CREDIT PLAN

Combination Storm Windows

IN TOWNI

and Screens
INSTALLED BY OUR FACTORY EXPERTS

An anodized aluminum window and door that cannot mat, pit
or corrode. Engineered to withstand all weather conditions
including salt water areas.

A MAINE MADE PRODUCT, BY MAINE PEOPLE.
FOR MAINE PEOPLE

Please Call Thorndike Hotel, Tuesday, March 31,
Between 8 and 9.30 A. M., Ask for Mr. Larock

or write to

DE-LAR,

INC.
y

21 NO. MAIN ST. - AUBURN, ME.
36*38

'

38-431

De-Lar All Aluminum

BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
474 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
Tel. S77

Central Location. May Readily Be Suited
To Two or Three Family Use.
TELEPHONE 34-W - ROCKLAND

tion; "do you attend the Owl's
Head or the Herring Gut school?”
We can really conceive of pur ad
jacent neighbor, South Thomaston
falling for this line of reasoning
but Owl's Head might drag it's
feet until reminded that it too has
difficulties which the melting pot
would solve.
In this area we have three pieces
of fire fighting equipment (one
slightly ancient but still effective)
which would be a strong talking
point in approaching Rockland on
reciprocity.
Let’s make our new boundaries
the stee! rails on the north and the
mighty Atlantic the rest of the
Journey.
Citizens think upon these things
and act before the dove of peace
goes into a complete moult.
Respectfully submitted,
Forest A. Wall
Third Selectman Town St. George

To Be Distributor In This Area For Our

I25 A WEEK

One Family House For Sale

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Here is a plan for settling for all
time the current dispute over
boundary lines
between South
Thomaston and St. George.
Why not merge the two townsNo more shifting stone posts up
and down the road. No more set
ting up arbitrary divisions between
pretty hamlets like Spruce Head
by ever shifting highways. No more
neighbor against neighbor. Think
of the advantages of a brand new
school district.
On second thought, why not in
clude Owl’s Head in this natural
geographical area? We might be
accused or having an eye on their
new school building but think also
of our new Port Clyde Central
School, the very name of which
connotes unity. Imagine school
busses fanning out every school day
morning, one going north, the other I
south, and the inevitable ques

FRIKNDLIEST

TERMS AS LOW

HOUSE FOR SALE

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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(Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar AU
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor is final.]
March 28—At the Baptist Church,
Warren, a concert by the Gordon
College Choir of Boston.
March 29—Palm Bunday.
March 30-April 3- Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine
March 31—The Rockland Exten
sion Association will meet in the
Farnswurth Museum.
April 1—Canton Lafayette, 18, and
Auxiliary will meet, 6.30, Odd
Fellows Hall.
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p. m.
April 6—Grand Army Day pbservance by Ruth Mayhew Tent,
D.U.V.
April 9-10—Second Annual Lions’
Minstrel Show at Warren.
April 9-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.
April 10-Knox Shrine Club Ban
quet, Camden Snow Bowl
April 18—Annual banquet, Rock
land Fire Department.
April 17—At Camden Opera House,
3-act melodrama “The Great
Parish House Robbery” by the
Congregational Good Cheer Class
April 19—Patriots' Day.
April 22—IOOF Encampment
District 14 meeting Odd Fellows
Hall. Rorkland at 6 30 p. m
April 24—Wedding Dress Parade at
Masonic Temple, Thomaston.
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building, De Paur
Infantry Chorus.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 12, 13, 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women’s Club. State
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 19-20-21 -- American Leg'on
Convention in Rockland.
July 4-Independence Day.
July 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival, Rockland.

The World War One Widows
Association will meet Monday-night
at 8 o'clock, at the home of Mrs.
Berniece Jackson, 24 Franklin
street, for a business meeting Re
freshments will be served. Call
for the meeting comes from the
president, Mrs. Shirley Williams,
Thomaston.

There will be a meeting of Dis
trict 10. Veterans of Foreign Wars,
at the Rorkland Home of Hunt
ley-Hill Post, on South Main
street, at 2.30 o'clock Sunday.
Called by District Commander
Oliver Hamlin of Somerville, sev
eral State Department officers are
expeoted to attend A special invitation is extended to all mem
bers of the various poets in the
district to attend.

The March 27 meeting of the
Past Presidents Parley of A. L.
Post No 1 has been cancelled.

4

THE ICE IS OUT!
“The Ice is out of all ponds in
Knox and Lincoln Counties and
give the good news to all fisher
men” said the voice of Waldo
Tyler our fishing hunting and
nature expert this morning. He
goes on to say—"Ben Nichols,
states Ihe ice went out of Al
ford’s Lake March 24, the earl
iest I ever saw it go.”

There will be movies Saturday
morning at 10 a. m„ at the Public
Library. Names of them are:
Lost Sheep, Poxy Pox and Rag
Dog.

There will be a power interrup
tion trom 4 a. m. to 6 a. m., Sun
day, March 29, weather permit
ting. in the St. George, Spruce
Head area.

Being led Into temptation seems
to be a popular pastime for a
great number of people.

BORN
Withlngton—At Knox Hospital,
March 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Regi
nald H Wlthington, a daughter—
Karen Martha.
Stearns—At Central Maine General Hospital, Lewiston, March 20,
to Mr. and Mrs TheodorV J.
Stearns (Allie May Fuller) form
erly of Rockland, a daughter—Te
resa Joyce. Weight 8 pounds, 11
ounces
Smith — At Mercy Hospital.
Portland. March 20, to Mr. and
Mrs Owen C. Smith of Portland
(former Joan Perry) a son—Nicho
las Owen.

City Officials Answered the
Queries Of Parents At
Thursday Meeting

CARD OF THANKS
My sincere thanks are extended
to my friends and relatives, The
Owls Head Baptist Church, and
the employees of People’s Laun
dry who remembered me with
cards, flowers and a fruit basket,
while I was a patient at Knox
Hospital. Special thanks to Dr.
Allen, Dr. North and my nurses
Mrs Helen Kaler
Owls Head. Me
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Mrs. Han
nah L. Banks, who died March 28,
1951.
Nothing can ever take away
Tne love a heart holds dear
Fond memories linger every day.
Remembrance keeps her near.
Sons, daughters and grandchil
dren.
Rockland, March 28, '53.
38* lt

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation to friends
and all those who sent gifts and
cards, to the nurses of Knox Hos
pital and special thanks to Drs
Allen, Brown and Luce for the
excellent care they gave me as a
patient.
Ows Head Mrs. Harold Solberg.
38*lt

Harley Stewart, unit engineer
for the New England Telephone Ac
Telegraph Company, will speak at
the Monday evening meeting of
IN MEMORIAM
Kiwanis Club, taking for his to
In Loving Memory of my sister.
Gladys E Jones, who passed away
pic "Television Skyways."
March 28, 1952.
A meeting of District No. 10, V. Your cheery smile, your loving
hands
F W., has been called by District Your ways, I see them yet.'
Commander Oliver
Hamlin for In memory I have kept them
Sunday afternoon at the Post I never shall forget.
Brother, Rov Jones, and family.
Home, this city at 2.30. Depart
38’lt
ment officers have been invited.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
Another new taste delight has
been added to the fine flavors of thanks to Dr. Morse, Dr. McLellan
and ail the nurses at the Knox
Edwards Ice Cream. "Rainbow,” County General Hospital for their
by name, a ceiestial flavor.*
kindness and excellent care while
a patient there.
Also for the
blood donors and friends and
neighbors for the cards and fruit
The family’s selection
sent to me. and to Allen Payson
of music adds
for his services.
Frank D Kennedy.
38-lt

Beauty and Reverence
That Generations
to Come may
Remember
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The North Easter that lashed
the Maine Coast during the last
two days has brought only little
real damage to Knox County. Th“
local coast line took some pound
ing; some of the creeks and small
brooks are over their banks and of
course, there is heavy gumbo-mud
everywhere away from the paved
highways, except for several flood
ed cellars, authorities have not re
ceived any report of real difficul
ties. At the height of the wind the
Coast Guard buoy tender Laurel
left her berth at the Coast Guard
Moorings Friday morning and
dropped anchor in mid-harbor to
escape the pounding she was tak
ing while tied up to the dock.

plans for financing the outfits
which will cost $25 each. Already,
some industrial concerns, and sev
eral merchants have offered to pur
chase one or more uniforms while
members of the board of directors
are contacting others over the
weekend.
The students have practiced all
winter and really put in a lot of
time and effort before they got in
struments of their own, using bor
rowed equipment or practice pads
for the drummers.
They operated tag days, sold
membership cards and ran a west

ern jamboree at the Community
Building to raise better than $1,300.
Now, they need an additional
$1,300 for outfits. Either donations
toward the fund or the purchase
of a uniform for a boy or girl will
be the goal of the solicitors who
will cover the city shortly.
Donations may be sent to the
Port O' Rockland Corps in care of
Gifford's Music Shop, 21 Limerock
street, Rockland.
Up to this point, the group has
been able to buy instruments at
wholesale from Gifford's and has
in stock better than $2,000 in equip
ment at normal retail cost.

A Red Cross instructors class
How About Facts
was held at the Farnsworth Mu
seum Thursday with representa
tives of the chapters in the Coastal Charges Should Be Sub
area attending. Taking part were:
stantiated Before Being
Miss Dorothy Kent, Camden: Mrs.
Broadcast
Victor Atwood, Rockland, and Mrs.
For many years the electric
Representatives were present from
Herbert Litchfield of Camden, power companies of this country
the Waldo County, Lincoln County have been accused mainly by social
and Bath chapters. The next such ist-minded political groups—of
meeting will be in the banquet every crime in the calender. Accor
hall of Masonic Temple in Rock ding to these critics, the power
industry's record has been one of
land on March 30
almost unmitigated evil doing.
So much for the attacks. How
about the facts?
A power utility* which operates
in several mid-western states pro
vides a typical example. This com
pany had its beginnings little more
than half a century ago, start
ing with fewer than 2.000 customers
and a plant capacity of 6.400 kilo
watts. Today it has 600.000 custom
ers. a capacity of 1.255.000 kilowatts,
and an investment of $500,000,000
The company, in common with
other electric power producers,
has three primary responsibilities
to its customers, its employees, and
to the shareholders whose savings

made its existence possible. Just
how well has it discharged these
responsibilities?
Since pre-World War 11, the
price of virtually everything we buy
has risen substantiality—and so
have the expenses of running a
business. To take but two illus
trations, this utility’s hour wage
rate has jumped 90 per cent and
its tax 62 per cent. Yet its average
home customer is paying less per
kilowatt-hour for his electricity
than ever before, and is using twice
as much power annually as was

the case 10 years ago.
The investors have also been
treated well—the company has
never missed an interest or pre
ferred dividend payment, and it
has an unbroken common stock
dividend record, dating back to
the first payment in 1906.
Finally, its employees—most of
whom belong to unions—not only
receive good wages, but many
other benefits, including retire
ment and insurance plans, vaca
tions with pay. training courses,
sickness, payments, medical and
dental care, and so on. Of its
6300 employees, 1600 have more
than 20 years of service
This, and hndreds of companies
like it are the kind of enterprises
the socialist bureaucrats would de
stroy. Does anyone believe the
people of America want that?

"WSo'l fS. doll O.0S Jonluntl

IN MEMORIAM
In Loving Memory of my daugh
ter, Gladys E Jones, who passed
away March 28, 1952. Gone but
not forgotten.
I cannot say and I will not say
That she is dead, she is just away
With a cheery smile and a wave
of the hand
She has wandered into an un
known land.
And left me dreaming how very
fair
It needs must be, since she lingers
there
For the old time step and the
glad return
Forever and ever will I yearn.
Mother. Mrs Bertha Spear
38'lt

Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
17# MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538

35-tf

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
J • choosing a family monu(ment, your choice is not

only for your lifetime* but
(pr generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
,«$* )*mm heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

BURPEE

TEL. 98
TEL. 2151

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

3-S-tf

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
TELS.
118-111 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, MR.
1-M
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of their instruments, the youngsters now need the help of the public to obtain uniforms before Memorial
Day.

The Port O' Rockland Drum and
Bugle Corps will parade at 6 p. m.
Saturday. The nearly 80 young
sters, with their new instruments
purchased with funds they earned
the past winter, will turn out for
what will be their first public ap
pearance.
Although pretty well equipped as
far as instruments go, the young
sters are lacking in uniforms. These
they must have for their first offi
cial engagement on Memorial Day.
Thursday evening, directors of
the corps and instructors met at
Gifford’s Music Shop to go over

JAMES S. COUSENS

CARL M. STILPHEN
I.ADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

I-tf

Camden Stirred Over Robbery Of Congo

The meeting of the PTA Council
and representatives of the Schoc'
Board. City Council and Rockland
School District drew a good at
tendance at the high school Thurs
day evening.
,
Outcome of the session was that
the PTA councilors learned that
while the School Board advocated
a 14 room building for the North
School, they would go along with
the plan of the School District
trustees for a 10 room building
with the understanding that four
additional rooms would be possible
in 1957.
Superintendent J Weldon Rus
sell discussed the use of Purchase
Street School in answer to queries
from the group. From his statebe necessary to continue use of the
building for a time, even with the
ments, it was learned that it will
North School in operation.
- It was also indicated that after
the completion of the North School
the pupils in Junior High, now
housed in the high school building,
might be moved to the McLain
School.
It was estimated that the North
|
School will increase the tax rate
about two mills.
E. Clifford Ladd represented the
Schoo] District; Maxwell Ames the
School Board and Osgood Gilbert
and Dr. Edwin Scarlott the City
Photo by cuuen
Council. President Sam Savitt of
Three of the snappv drummers of the Port O’ Rockland Corps as they drilled Thursday evening. Left
the PTA Council presided.
to right, they are: Joyce Black. Freddie Favreau and Herbert Colson. Well drilled in marching and in use

DIED
Gilley—At Rockland. March 26.
Richard Clayton Gilley, age 10
years. Funeral services Saturday
at 2 p m from 287 Broadway. In
terment in Camden Rev Father
Kenyon officiating.

to the service.

A FIEND IN NEED IS A FIEND INDEED!

P.T.A. Council

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
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ABINGTON MUTUAL E IRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
536 Washington St., Abington, Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
Bonds
$1,072,682.50
Stocks
285.491.00
Real Estate Owned
22.000.00
Cash and Bank Deposits 315.561 73
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums
116.917 61
Other Assets
8.544.90

Total Assets
$1,821.197 74
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses
$ 46.688 64 i
Reserve for Loss Ad
justment Expenses
3,646 39
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums
1.005.012.62
Reserve for Taxes
26.500.00j
All Other Liabilities
14.910.25

HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE CO. IN SALEM
$1,096,757.90 j
Total Liabilities
39 Norman St., Salem, Mass.
Unassigned" Funds
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1952
$ 724.439 84
(Surplus)
Bonds
$3,772,03938
Surplus as Regards
Stocks
3,110.299.00
724.439 84
Policyholders
Real Estate Owned
150,000 00
Cash and Bank Deposits 381.852 47
$1,821,197
741
Total
Agents Balances or Un
38-S-44
collected Premiums
399,432.97
Other Assets
29,966.71
AMERICAN BONDING CO.
OF BALTIMORE:
Total Assets
$7,843,59053
Baltimore. Md.
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1952
OTHER FUNDS
Bonds
$1,686,203.74
Reserve for Losses
$ 186,891.84 Stocks
834350.00
Reserve for Loss Ad
Cash and Bank Deposits 493.868 15
justment Expenses
19.375.77 Agents Balances or Un
Reserve for Unearned
collected Premiums
470.84194
Premiums
3,109,26713Other Assets
100,511.101
Reserve for Taxes
35,50000
All Other Liabilities
124,23481 Total Assets
$3,585,674 93
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
$3,475,269.55
Total Liabilities
OTHER FUNDS
Special Surplus Funds
Reserve for Taxes
$ 73.000.00
$ 100.000 00 All Other Liabilities
Guaranty Capital
507.966 71
Unassigned Funds
4.268.320 98 Total Liabilities
(Surplus)
$ 580.966 71
Surplus as Regards
Capital Paid Up or Statu
4.368.320 98
Policyholders
tory Fund
1,000.000 00
Unassigned Funds
.
$7,843,590
43
Total
(Surplus)
2.004,706.22
38-S-44
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders
$3,004,70622

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR TO YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison
PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Total

18-S-tf

Who robbed the Congo Parish
House is the talk of Camden these
days. It seems tire Good Cheer
Class has bullied Carl D. Lane,
well known Rockport author, to
write a special 3-act play for them
and it is being rehearsed for pro
duction on April 17 in the Opera
House. The title of the play is
"The Great Parish House Rob
bery" or “A Fiend In Need is a
Fiend Indeed.”
Mr. Lane looked over the Good
Cheer Class and wrote a lively and
entertaining play around the dra
matic group. Its setting is 1900
and older people will find mention
of several places and people of
that era.
The play was well cast by the
Dramatic Committee Chairman,
Mrs. Harry Tounge, Jr., and
Coach Mrs. Helen Wentworth, and
the group includes, Thelma Watts,
Calvin Maynard. Florence Milling
ton, Evelyn Goodwin, Jocelyn
Christie, Eleanor Abbott. Marjorie
Tounge, Dorothy Marshall, Jessie
Satterlee, and the male characters
are David Brown, Orman Goodwin,
Virgil Jackson, Ervin Ross, Charles
Merritt and Dr. Harry Tounge, Jr.
Who actually robbed the parish
house is being kept a dark secret
until the night the play opens
but the cast chuckle over Officer
Nabbem. played by Ervin Ross,
who finds huge bear paw marks
ln the snow near the trolley tracks
and rushes inte the parish house
to warn the ladies to stay behind
locked doors. The ladies are so
busy with a smooth city slicker
posing as an African lecturer that
they have little time for Officer
Nabbem.
A Parallel love scene
complicates things for the ladies
as Thelma Watts and Calvin May
nard manage a convincing clinch
that gets the Good Cheer Class in
a dither.

The ladies on stage conversa
tion about their husbands is unin
hibited and hilarious and includes
such interesting data as Oram
Goodwin's political views (of 1900)
Dr. Paul Millington's underwear,
and Dr. Harry Tounge’s, Jr., poirxt
of view on any subject mentioned,
plus a few cyrptic remarks about
Deacon Crockett and Deacon Hall.
All of which makes the three-act
play of interest to young and old
alike.

Municipal Court
As a result of the automobile
accident in which two elderly la
dies were injured at Union and
Rankin streets Wednesday evening,
Thomas L. Emery, 19. appeared in
Municipal Court Thursday morn
ing and pleaded guilty to a charge
of operating a motor vehicle so
as to endanger. Recorder Strout
fined him $25 and costs of $2.70,
or 20 days in jail. Unable to pay
the fine he was admitted to Knox
County Jail.
• * • •
George A. Hopkins, 23, Hallo
well. pleaded guilty to a charge of
reckless driving, March 25. on
Route 17 in Washington, and paid
a fine of $25 and costs of $1630.
These charges also were the out
come of an accident in which a
truck operated by Hopkin6 turned
over and was wrecked.
•• • •
Russell Kirk, 26. Cushing, was
accused by Coastal Warden Paul
Kvorjak of refusing to stop for
clam inspection at Thomaston on
March 25. He was fined $10 and
costs of $2.70 but appealed the
fine to the May term of Knox
County Superior Court. In the
meantime he was released on per
sonal bond of $50.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

MAKITIUC'S

FuELKlOJ

THE KIND OF OIL
YOU CANNOT BEAT, |
EACH LITTLE DROp <
16 FULL OF

The TUDOR

With our Fuel Oil on the job
for you . . . you have steady,
even house warmth all winter
long ... no ashes to haul
. . . save time, effort and
money, too.

38-lt

MARITIMEOIL COMPANY
DEGREE- OAY JbdiovuuA114 PARK
KOCKLAND

$3,585,674.93
38-S-44

HOME-MADE CANDIES

for EASTER
Chocolate Bunnies and Baskets
Colored Filled Baskets and Toy Novelties
Hand-Made Decorated Easter Eggs
Fancy Boxes of Home-Made Chocolates
OUR DAIRY CREAM IS NOW OPEN
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8.30 P M.
OPEN SUNDAYS ’.00-8.30 P. M.

6 MAIN STREET

Bottom Of It?

Slang is just sports-model lan
guage, stripped to get more mi
leage with less horsepower .

STEVENSON'S CANDY STORE

Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union

Parish House—Is Car, Lane At the

CAMDEN, MAINE
38-lt

MOU/f
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PICTURE
CLARITY!

FINER
PERFORMANCE!

aaswaaet RICHER

FlvWi

STYLING!

Here is everything you want in TV
plus VALUE that makes Zenith
unquestionably your best buy in
television!
See Zenith PICTURES . . .
bright, sharp, clear, in true focus,
and always steady as long as you
watch. You’ll agree television pic
tures couldn't be better!
Try Zenith's EASY TUNING
... one turn of the dial brings the
station you want instantly.
Compare Zenith's LONG DIS
TANCE RECEPTION . . . clear
pictures from 25% greater distance
— important if you live in a "fringe
area.”
Once you’ve enjoyed Zenith’s
superior performance, you’ll want
only Zenith TV for your home!
Come in —see, hear Zenith today!

Model K1812R-1
17’ (148 tq. in.) Picture

Handsome cobinet of duo
able Pyroxylin in rich ma
hogany color, smort for
any room.

$199.95
f Includn Fad. Exc. To»,
Offe yor tuba and 90*
day parts worror’yj

Term*

ENGINEERED
TO RECEIVE
UHF
Every Zenith TV ever

built and told hoe
built * in

provitioft

for UHF reception.

Call Today for
free Home Trial

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WALDOBORO

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

HERE S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. I. e.. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

1951 CHEV. Power-Glide, 2-door
Sedan, radio and heater. Under
coated. oil filter. Low mileage
Price reasonable
Sale must be
final. Frank Burgess. Union. TEL
49-3
38*39

Mrs Marjorie Benner is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Mrs Richard Flagg entertained
the Mending Club Thursday night.
Mrs. Alice Benner. Winthrop,
Mass , is visiting her brother and
sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Benner.
Mrs. Robert Hanrahan
and
daughter. Stephania were in Port
land Wednesday.
Mrs. Raymond Genthner and
Mrs. Helen Morang of Rockville
were in Togus, Tuesday.
Mrs. Mabel Mank has been a
guest of Mrs Ella Black at East
Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Brown of
Jonesport have been guests of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Brown, Jefferson street.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Savchik
and son Peter were in Berlin.
N. H, recently.
Mr. and Mrs Leland jrfhnston
have had for house guests. Mr.
and Mrs Peter Soffron and two
sons of Ipswich. Mass.

1952 SUPER 10 HP. Mercury
Motor for sale. Used very little
CALL Warren 67 or see at Earl's
Service Station.
38*40 I

UNION

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounU with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BED Ford Convertible <1940' for
sale. Good top. R&H. $225.00. |
TEL. Camden 2587 ___________ 38-lt ,
'
TWO new 1952. Philco Freezers, 1
eight foot, for sale Regular price
$330. will sell for cost. Five year j
guarantee, can be financed. 1 EL
252. Waldoboro
38*40 i
ELECTRIC Stove and End heat
er with or without constant level
valve. Bargain. Oliver Holden
TEL. 1667.
38*40
WHITE enamel kitchen range
for sale. For either oil or coal
Perfect condition. Inquire at 14
Knox street. Thomaston, or TEL
104
38-40
AFRICAN violets. geraniums
petunias and double begonias for
sale.
Dean’s Nursery, 325 Old
Oounty Road. TEL. 348-J.
38-tf

5-Rtn. Cape Cod Style house for
sale and good wood lot at South
Thomaston
Reasonable
price.
CALL Warren 55 or see Vernon G
Ranquist.__________
38-40
PAIR of work horses, ha mass
and sulkv plow for sale. $100.
BIRGER YOUNGQUIST. Vinal
haven.
38-40

NAVY blue and white figured
Dress, size 181-.' for sale. Never
worn. TEL 1336-W
38-lt

MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
1939 Buick Sedan for sale. Price
Correspondent
$135 Cash. THL 273-M.
36*38I
Telephone 10-24

WANTED

Mrs. Robert Heath and infant
SLIP covers, drapes, lampshades daughter returned Thursday from
of all kinds, made to order. Lun Knox Hospital.
FOR SALE
dell. 29 Beech St TEL 1116-W
Nancy Cameron. Sylvia Farris,
WE have 12 good Used Cars, and
38*40
prices are right. Pickup Trucks,
and Paul Leonard, U. of M. stu
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
Dodge. G.M.C Fcrd. with some age
dents. arrive this weekend for
but ln first-class running condi done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
tion. with new stickers. These Union St . Grove St entrance. Tel Easter vacation.
38*43
Marcia Rebekah Circle met with
trucks will do a lot of work I will 1680 EVA AMES
sell for $100 each. cash. Also one
WOMAN wanted for housekeeper Mrs. Lilia Morton. Thursday.
24-passenger Dodge Bus in A-l and attendant in family of two.
The Third District Council meet
condition, motor, rubber and all. Write MRS RILEY W DAVIS.
ing of American Legion Auxiliary
Will sell very cheap, as I have no Pleasant Point.
37*39
meets at Waldoboro April 1. All
use for it; also '36 Plymouth Coupe,
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, one
with radio; a good little car cheap,
also one home-made Tractor. man in family. A C. ALLEY.
REAL ESTATE
37*39
HAROLD B. KALER. Washington. Boothbay Harbor; Maine.
Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open Sundays
ONE
good
used
Piano
wanted.
FOR SALE
and evenings.
_______ 37-40
Plain front, no scroll. MAINE
Camden: Well built year round
ARTIFICIALLY Bred Heifers for MUSIC CO Tel 708.
37*39 home overlooking Sherman's Point.
aale Freshening in April. RALPH
POSITION
as
Housekeeper 4 large bedrms Beautiful kitchen
c. PEARSE. Hope. Tel. Lincoln
Pull cemented basement with cen
ville 3-4612
37*39 wanted in small family or one tral heat. SECURITY REAL ES
alone. TEL. 853-M2.
37-39
TATE CO.. Dorothy Dietz, Cam
1936 CHEVROLET Its-ton Truck
den 2117 or 8897 '
38-lt
COTTAGE WANTED
for sale. 2 yd. steel hydl. dump
SMALL 3-room House and lot
body Runs good. Cheap for cash Will rent or buy small two or three
of land for sale. 138 Thomaston
Just the thing on the farm, and
will do a lot of work HAROLD B bedroom cottage. Must be on salt St.. $450 Will accept $200 down
Information
KALER. Washington. Me.
Tel water roast. State details in letter and $25 monthly.
CALI, 379-R
3fi 38
5-25______________
37-40
WALTER G. CARR
IN
Rockport.
14
acre
Poultry
Maine
Estate,
Safety
Harbor.
Fla.
BALED Hay for sale, charged
37-39 Farm for sale, capacity 1400 layers.
when baled for e^-ton early cut.
The 6 nn house (insulated) has
good quality $110; 6'i ton late
EXPERIENCED secretary de elec.,
tel., bath, furnace heat (oil)
July cut $90 HARVEY GURNEY sires part-time work Efficient in
Union R.FD. 1____________ 37 39 short-hand and typing. Will work good cellar. All bldgs in Al con
dition Price $6009 E. A STROUT
at home or outside. TEL. 1306-M REALTY
FOR SALE
AGENCY. INC.. Fred A
37*40
1941 DODGE 2-ton Truck for
Dean, Associate Phone 577. CamSLATE Roofs repaired. Work den, Me.
sale: 4-wheel drive, and 2 yd. dump
36*38
body, in first-class condition, tires, guaranteed. Fire estimate. HOW
gears and engine, ready for hPavy ARD ELWELL, Northport. Maine.
Management
Sales
35*40
work of any kind The price is Tel. Belfast 739-M1
reasonable or will trade for good
OIL burners, cleaned. THE FIX- CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II
car. Have a 1950 Buick special IT SHOP, 138 Camden St. Tel
REAL ESTATE BROKER
4-door Sedan, dynaflow. 19.000 1091-W.
15tf
TELEPHONE 1574
miles, just like new. radio and
ROCKLAND. ME.
IRON. Steel. Metal, Rags and 509 MAIN ST.
heater. Will trade for another car
Rentals
Appraisals
or can finance, or sell for ceiling Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
30-tf
prtoc HAROLD B KALER. Wash DON & SON, 6 Leland St., Tel
98tf
ington. Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open 123-W
FOR SALE
Sundays and evenings_______37-40
DONT discard your old or
Old County Road: Two-family
antique furniture. Call. H JOHN
RABBITS for sale. WALTER NEWMAN for restoring and re- House with barn and garage, both
BARSTOW. 30 Linden St. Tel. finishing; 48 Masonic St
Tei apartments now rented. $3500
Old County Road: Small F'arm, 7
1498-W_____________________ 37-39 1106-M
It'
acres land, outside newly covered
FIVE tons good Baled Hay for
with asbestos shingles. $2850.
sale; $100 for the lot. FRED A
Park Street: Two-family Dwell
EGGS & CHICKS
STARRETT. Warren. Tel 112-2
ing. both apartments rented, down
37*39
CI .EVENTS BROILER CHICKS stairs could be easily converted to
ENAMELED Bath Tub for sale; White Rocks, Dominant White tore. $8500.
Rock-New Hampshire Crosses, and
Cedar Street: One-room House
50 Granite St TEL. 152-R.
37*39 Sex-Link Cockerels, all fast grow wired for lights and range, flush
CLARION Kitchen Stove for ing,. efficient meat makers Maine- and three lots of land $2325
Summer Street: One of the finest
sale. Good oil burner and coil. U S. Approved. Pullorum Clean
Price reasonable. PHONE 669-J. Also Red Rocks. Leghorn-Red lots in the city, 175' frontage x 125'
city______________
37-39 Crosses, and Barred Rocks for deep. $1800
profitable egg production. Prices
Thomaston: A fine 2'n -story
SINGLE House in Rockland, for reasonable CLEMENTS CHICKS 10-room Colonial House on Knox
sale. Belvedere street, newly paint INC., Route 33, Winterport, Me.
St., all modern conveniences, new
ed and papered inside, new floor
<41 plumbing, plenty of closet space,
coverings, new flush, and shower,
SEE us FIRST for quality Baby beautiful white marble mantle. A
comb, new gas and oil stove, new
Chicks.
High Production crosses real good buy at $7500
sink, about four lots of land. Priced
Warren: 9-room House, with
and
purebreds
reproduced from
right; '» down, mortgage for bal
flush up and down. easMy convert
flocks
direct
from
breeding
source
ance. just the right place for re
ed to two apartments with sepa
tired couple or working man. 6 Harco & Hall Black Sexiinks. Ralph rate entrances. $4500
rooms This Property Is Not For Hall strain R. I. Reds, Golden
I have several prospects fOT 5. 6.
Rent. HAROLD B KALER, Wash Sexiinks Maine U. S. Pullorum and 7 room Houses, also many re
ington, Maine. Tel. 5-25
37-40 Clean. U. S. Approved. No order quests for camps and cottages. If
too large or too small. Prices and
THE place to buy that. Evinrude literature on request. BROADACRE vou want to sell, call me and I'll
Motor, boat and trailer Immedi POULTRY FARM, Box, R No. call on you.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II.
ate delivery. W D HEALD. au Edgecomb, Maine.
Tel. Wiscas
Real Estate Broker
thorized Evinrude Dealer. Cam set 34-11.
33-40
509 Main Street. Rockland. Maine
den, Maine
37-42
BABY Chicks. $17 per hundred
Telephone 1574
RABBITS for sale, 4 does and 1 Started pulleti. one week old, at
37-39
buck, also 6 hutches
ROBERT day old price, while they last. WIL
CLARK. Attlcus Hill, Thomaston. MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
Tel Thom. 91-11
36'38 boro. Tel. 91-2.
29-4C
FURNISHED COTTAGES
1947 INTERNATIONAL
-ton
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
MAINE ESTATE
pick-up Truck for sale, good con for sale; bred for high egg produc
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
dition,
$695 For
Information tion and resistance to leukosis. We
Close to St Petersburg, Clear
PALI. 379-R _____
_
36 38 also have the Silver-Cross. ROKES
water and Tampa.
Sb-POOT Boat for sale. 91 h POULTRY FARM. Cobb Road
Write for Information circular
Camden.
Me.
Tel.
2261.
13tf
Gray engine In excellent condi
139-tf
tion
TEL. 217-M
36-38
SEX-Link Chickens from Pul
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades lorum Clean U. S. Approved stock
HOUSE for sale, one family, ex
for sale. The same fine chicks cellent location in center of the
All Colors and Styles
Free installation and estimates you have had for over ten years city. May be readily suited for
pullets 31c iccupancv of two or three families
Tel 930. UNITED HOME SUPPLY Straight run 1554c;
CO. 579 Main St, city_______ 31tf DUTCH NECK HATCHERY, Mel TEL. 34-W. Rockland, for price
ville
Davis.
Tel.
122-23
Waldobero and particulars.
36 38
SAVE money in comfort with the
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi ___ _______________________________ lOtl
ON Route 1, 90 acres. House, ga
SEX-Link Chicks for sale Maine rage. shed, for sale, 23 thousand
num Combination Storm Windows
and Screens. Aluminum Combina U S. Approved Pullorum clean 'eet oak. other timber, plenty fire
tion Doors. For special price and high egg producing stock, very low wood. blueberry iand. some can be
mortality. BYRON MILLS, Wal plowed; also cow. milking heifer,
terms, phone or see me in person
doboro, Tel. 51-3
6tf many other items. EUGENE TOL
E. T LONG.
113 Camden St.. Rockland. Tel. 1503
MAN. Warren.
36*38
Answer to Previous Puzzle
________ 27 tf
FOR SALE
Keep your Home warm in winter,
Home at Clark Island.
v| i IeiudisL ie;ais| i ieTr 2 Four-Room
cool in summer with Johns Man
up. 2 down, plus utility room.
N E
ville Rock Wool Insulation. CuU
Cellar under whole house
New
fuel bills in half
garage cost $750 Is on black road
E. T. LONG
in center of town. Price $3500.
Direct Factory Agent,
JAMES S. OOUSENS.
113 Camden St. Rockland Tel. 1503
Real Estate,
D,E
27tf
170 Maverick St,
Rockland
JE
Tel. 1538
EARLY cut good quality baled
Hav for
Tel. 408.

'

sale.

NEIL

RUSSEIL
__ lltf

ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In

Maine

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
TeL 303

OOMPANY. Rockland.

ia»tf

FOR SALE

: i*i

S|^|A|P|

and Victoria Kalloch of Thomas
ton, Daryl Leavitt of South War
WARREN
ren. David Cummings and Alden
ALENA L STARRETT
Overlock and Benjamin Pendleton
Correspondent
of Warren Village.
Telephone 4#
Mothers and grandmothers pres
ent Included Mrs Victoria Hills.
C. E. Lawrence is ill at Pleasant Mrs. Ray Kalloch and Mrs Ernest
Reed of Thomaston. Mrs. Bruce
ville.
The Palm Sunday sermon at Cummings. Mrs. Harold O’erlock,
the Congress tional Church will be and Mrs. Kenneth Leavitt of this
delivered by Rev. John Smith town.
Church News
Lowe of Rockland.
Rev Bruce P. Cummings will
Miss Lois Norwood teacher in
the Fairfax. Vt., Junior high have for his sermon topic Sunday
school, is passing a vacation of a morning at the Baptist Church,
few weeks with her parents, Mr "The King and Hls Kingdom."
and at 7 p m, "Keeping Back
and Mrs. Leroy Norwood.
Part."
Mrs. Kenneth Reed, accompa
nied by Mrs. Ray Kalloch, Mrs. j
TENANT’S HARBOR
Florence Benner, and Mrs. Charles
Tuttle of Thomaston, Mrs. Lena
Mr. and Mrs. George Winsor
Seavey, and Herman Killeran of (Jennie Coolbroth)
of Newton.
Cushing, motored to Farmington, Mass., are guests of her parents,
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coolbroth.
Rev. and Mrs. Will Kelley will
Puritan Rebekah Lodge
leave Saturday night for Oakland
Thirty members of Puritan
where they will pass a few days. Rebekah Lodge attended the dis
Weekend guests of Rev. and trict meeting ln Camden, March 21.
Mrs. Will Kelley were Miss Berna A delicious supper was served at
dette Raymond. Miss Edith Bar- 6.30. The meeting was reconvened
'ron. and Miss Reta Kelley of Wa at 7.30. with Miriam Lodge of Rock
terville.
land In charge of the Memorial ser
Rev. and Mrs. Will Kelley en vice, The Rebekah degree was ex
Photo by uzzell
Puritan Rebekah
These four fun-makers will play important roles in tonight's presentation of the Cotton Town Min tertained recently at a dessert emplified by
strels at St. George. Left to right they are: Robert Skoelund, Levi Hupper, Chester Davis and George Faye. Samba, the following Miss Bertha Lodge No. 59. Attending were Ma
The show is being sponsored by the Community Club of St. George.
j Starrett of this town, Miss Myra rion D. Watts, Mary Wiley. Armida
j and Miss Winnie Fitch, both of Daniels. Mary Davis, Rosalie Wiley,
least, has plenty of ammunition.
Legionnaires are invited.
Owls Head, and Mrs Charles Dal Alice Daniels.
Winifred Milne.
They Weren't There
•• ♦ •
rymple of Port Clyde.
Eleanor Tyler. Vivian York. Myrtle
Orient Chapter O.ES. Circle
The Harry F. Byrd Plan, hatched
Paul Dalrymple of Boston was Taylor, Marlon Thompson, Jewell
serves a chicken pie supper with
Government Spent Billions in Virginia by State Senator Byrd I supper guest recently of Rev Stone. Vivian Leppanen, Nathalie
calendar tables Tuesday. March
For Bullets Not Available I 'who is the son of US Senator J and Mrs. Will Kelley, and visited Simpson. Esther Minzy. Mr. and
31, at 6.30 p m. Tickets available
' Byrd) is spreading to Maryland. his parents. Dr. and Mrs. Charles Mrs. Edward Monaghan. Owen
Where Needed
from Doris Payson.
Dowling. Jessie Harris. Mary Mills,
I Passed in 1950. the original bill Dalrymple of Port Clyde.
Official word received this week
The charge of General James A.
( Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs. Oladys Hocking. Margaret Cant.
gave
Virginia
taxpayers
an
11
per
of a Maine man listed as missing Van Fleet that "there has been a
| cent rebate in 1951. and gave them Charles Webb were Mrs. NelUe Eleanor York. Phyllis Falla, Leola
aboard the patrol plane at San
serious shortage of ammunition back J6.000.000 in 1952. Under the Benner and Mrs. Bruce Higgs of Kallio. Ethel Coffin, Nellie Boyles.
Juan, Puerto .Rico, is Aviation
Mabel Wilson. Madeline Wood and
plan, the Legislature establishes a Rockville.
Electronics Man 2c Glen Daniel ever since I have been In Korea"
Ena Hawkins.
fixed spending program or budget.
Visit Bucksport
McLaughlin, who is the son of has been "fully substantiated" by
If and when taxes exceed this
Church News
Five
members
of
the
Warren
Mr and Mrs. Percy McLaughlin the Senate Armed Services Com
amount by 10 per cent or more, the Lions Club, who attended the
Morning worship service at 10.30.
of Danforth. His mother was mittee which has directed a sub
taxpayers are cut In on a rebate. meeting of the Bucksport Lions Pastor M. B. Gile will speak on the
Albia Gross, a former school
committee to Investigate further The budget can't be boosted, or Club Wednesday night, were Ches subject, "Jesus Must Ride Trium
teacher in Union.
Friends said
funds carried over.
ter and Vernal Wallace, George phantly." Solo by Miss Lydia Mac
McLaughlin, a Navy veteran and a and report on “the officials and
Seems to us there are 46 other Ingraham. Stanley Robinson, and Kinnon.
conditions
responsible
for
this
sit

member of the Reserves, was re
states it might spread to—until King Lion Paul Dillaway.
Young people's meeting at 6 p. m.
called only a few weeks ago to ac uation of ammunition shortages.”
Hawaii makes it 47.
Evening Evangelistic Service at
The
Warren
Lions
Club
will
ob

tive service. His wife and two
In Seoul.. General Maxwell D.
7 p. m. Enjdy the song service,
serve
Boy
Scout
night
at
the
meet

children make their home with his Taylor, succeeding Van Fleet said
WEST ROCKPORT
ing in White Oak Grange Hall hymns you like to sing. The ser
parents.
flatly. "We have no shortages. We
Mrs. Mary Andrews has been next Wednesday, with members of mon “God's Way" will be presented
Mrs.
Mary Wallace visited frequently don’t use our entire al
substituting as teacher of Grades Troop 224 and parents invited to as an object lesson with chemicals.
Thursday in Waldoboro at Mr. and locations." And. in what might
1, 2 and 3 of East Side School in the supper and program. Lee Interesting informative, helpful
Mrs Donald Wallace.
possibly be an effort to create a
Rockport, during the absence of Warren, Soout executive, will be Everybody invited.
Sunday, Palm Sunday will be ob diversion, he went on to charge
Mrs. Merle Miller, who was ill.
present Irom Augusta.
served at the Methodist Church, that the valiant, hard-fighting
Mrs. Oliver Counce and son
ST. GEORGE
under direction of Mrs. Jackie South Korean troops were not get
Annual Meeting
Alan visited her cousin, Mrs. Mau
The following is a list of places
ting enough to eat. Some of the
An all day meeting of tlie Bap
rice Harvey, in Ash Point Sunday
speakers for Holy Week ser
LOST AND FOUND ROK's, he said, were going into the The Tuesday Club met this week tist Mission Circle will be held and
line from training “in what
Wednesday at the home of Mrs vices to be held in our churches
MOUNTED Tire ,650-16 on Ford amounts to a state of malnutri at the home of Mrs. Ralph Thorn Richard Butler. Speaker will be throughout the town. Each night
dike with her sister. Mrs. Charles
Pick-up wheel, found ROWLING'S tion.”
Mrs. Millard Gile of Tenants Har at 7.30.
OARAGE. City.
37-39
Monday, Clarks Island, Rev.
And in an address in Philadel Woodcock, as assisting hostess.
bor. Association interpreter. New
There will be a dedication of
phia. Senator Stuart Symington.
officers will be elected for the James Dagino.
TO LET
Tuesday, Wiley's Corner, Rev.
(Dem.) of Missouri, former secre babies service at the local church coming year, the following nomi
Sunday There will also be spe
John
Holman.
tary
of
the
Air
Force
declared
that
nating committee to present tlie
TWO Modern, newly decorated,
cial music for Palm Sunday and
Wednesday, Port
Clyde, Rev.
unfurn apts., 3 rms. each and pri if the people knew the truth about
-late. Mrs. Annie Lehto, Mrs Avis
Millard Oile. (Advent Christian
vate bath. Garage space. Within the bitter rivalries in the Penta the Junior Choir will sing.
Norwood, and Mrs. Iza Teague.
Names of thos" attending the
walking distance of business. New gon, they* would demand a “whole
Church.)
oil burning, forced hot water sale reorganization."
Observed Sixth Birthday
Cradle Roll party rejxjrted last
Thursday. Ridge Church, Rev.
heaters. Adults only. References
Arthur Reed, son of Mr. and Cecil Temple. (Communion Ser
We would disagree with Senator week that were not included at
required CALL 8R. 45 Talbot
Ave.. Rockland.
33-40 Symington. We do not think the that time, were 'Mrs Charles Hud Mrs. Kenneth Reed, observed his vice.)
sixth birthday anniversary Tuesr
Friday, Tenant's Harbor. Rev.
3-RM Furn. Apt. to let Central people need to know the truth in son and sen. Larry and John,
location TEL 823
38-40 order to get up on their hind legs young -on of Mr and Mrs. Keith day afternoon, at a cowboy party, John Sawyer. (Pageant ‘The Light
LARGE Front Room to let. well It should be enough for thorn to Crockett, who was present with the guests in costume, decoratiojis ed Cross.”)
and favors in keeping with the
Sunday, Sunrise service, 6 a. m,
heated; 100 UNION ST.
38*40 know, as they should by now. that his mother.
The Grange served a chicken idea, and a Hop-Along Cassidy at "Drift Inn." (“Drift Inn" ls on
FIVE-Rm Apt. to let. cont. hot they are not getting the truth.
water; necessary heating equip,
But we hope the Senator keeps suppeT to members of the Fish birthday cake, topping the event. the highway between Tenant's
furnished, including elec, stove. firing away at the high command and Game Association of Knox Children present included Law Harbor and Port Clyde.) Speaker,
CAUL 708 or 273-iM,
37*39
rence and Gregory Hill and Philip Rev. Cecil Temple.
for the reforms which he says will County Thursday evening.
UNFURNISHED Upstairs Apt.
Kendrick Dorman of Rockland
get
us
“
far
more
defense
for
far
of three Rooms and bath to let.
Hot water. Call at 33 Purchase less money.” And we hope he. at was guest speaker at the morn
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
ing -ervice last Sunday in the ab
St. or TEL. 1074--M after 630 p m
38-40 Hawes. Baptism services will be sence of the paster. Rev. C W
(Answer In Next Issue)
MODERN 4-room furn. Apt to held during the church hour
Small
Mr Small was attending
I
§ 4
(6 li
let. overlooking the bay Nice loca
li IT
5 4
b
5
7
I
Robert Day is having a week’s a missionary conference ln Bos
tion Inquire at 142 Camden St.
or TEL 271-R
36*38 vacation from the Maritime Aca ton.
15
lb
IM
LITTLE Store at 147 Park St. to demy, Castine, having recently re
The only safe way to get rich
turned
from
the
annual
threelet
Inquire of MRS. FRANK
17
16
19
quickly is slowly.
WEEKS. 27 Highland St.
36-38 months' cruise
ii
10
27
HEATED and furnished single
yid double rooms, also Apt to
KNOX THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
let; 148 Broadway. TEL. 798-R
m
15
or 8391
28tf
(W
23
i
w
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to
lb 17 ifc
3i «3 ii
let. TEL 213-M
ltf
3?
iM
ib
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts
to iet Centra! and No End loca
}7
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST 119tf
M0
1 39
SANDING Machine and Polisher
m2
Ml
MM
to let Also a Wall Paper Steamer
M3
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
w
CO. 440 Main St
ltf
M7
M5
Mb
•
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
Mb
MM
50
to let on Willow St TEL. 939 or
1
1218
lOltf
Si 51 53]
5M
5b 57
HEATED and unheated furnished

Principals In Tonights Minstrel Show

Apts. to let

V

F

STUDLEY, 77

Tela 8060 nr 1234

5ft

5S

MISCELLANEOUS

bl

w

r'zM

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?

b5

bb

fe7

'’ark St

ltf

Send flve questions, $1.00 stamped
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor. 827 Broadway, Everett.
Maas Full page reading enclosed
“comnt replv
153-S-tf
FOR EXPECTANT
MOTHERS ONI.T

If you guess exact day of arrival,
you will receive free a baby auto
seat. Register now at MEREDITH
FURNITURE OO.. Rockland
_____________________________ 8tf
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
258 Water St, Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL.
836-W. ‘
144-tf
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought

snd sold.
1EWA1.1

Tel. 1374-W

C

w I
IfTttf '

kVX\\VXXXXXV\\\\\\\\\\\VX\VVX

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS

A Bonded Serviee Representative
36-38 Will Re ln Rockland and Vicinity
Until the End of the Month
St.. Small
A FEW ALMOST NEW
1st floor;
MACHINES — $35. Each
bedrooms,
TELEPHONE 395-M

Thomaston, 8 Dunn
House, att. gar., bath
stoker, lot 94x165 . 4
$7000 Write S A. LAVENDER,
Houlton, Maine.
25-38

HORIZONTAL

1-ldentical

38-39

June Allyson and Humphrey B«gart make themselves as small as
possible when enemv planes strafe their Mobile Army Surgical Hospital
unit. The scene is from "Battle Circus." M-G-M’s stirring love story
taking place behind the front lines in Korea. It will be shown this
week at the Knox Theatre.

;

NOTICE

;

J ASSESSORS' MEETING {
gWill Be Held April 1, 1953}
From 7 P. M. to S P. M. in the

TOWN HALL

OWL S HEAD, MAINE
BOARD OF ASSESSORS,
Avard L. Walker,
Donald E. Wiley.
Alvis B. Epps.

37-39?
ii3OS3k3UUS3KMSSt3S3SJt3S3«t3W353SS'W'

ATTENTION
LANDOWNERS
ST. GEORGE
Bids will be received by the
Selectmen of St. George for land
suitable for erection of new fire
station.
The Town reserves right to
accept or reject any or all bids.
Bids close April 6.
ARTHUR L. MILLS.
ARNOLD STLMPSON,
FORREST A. WALL,
Selectmen. Town of SL George.

37-39

5-Pursue
10-Sodium carbonate
14- lreland
15- Raves
18-To press
17- Bird home
18- Mountains in South

America
1$-Seheme
20-Ruehing
22-Dozert
24- Employ
25- Fashion
28- Hard, thin coating
29- Pronoun
30- Ascended
34- Razor sharpener
35- Writing implement
3$-Follows as a
conaequence
37-Aged
38- River in Poland
39- Half ems
40- A metal
41- Sufficient
43- Seed covering
44-Smooth (Phon.)
45- More inflamed
44-Cure hides
47-The nostrils

bO

bl

, HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
|48-Foundatione ,
50- Suitable
51- To increase tenfold
54-Sofas
58- Verbal
59- Fast
61- John (Rut.)
62- A ro3ter
63- Pertaining to
punishment
64- Quote
65- Feminine suffix (Fr.)
66- Cauterizes
67- Otherwiee

VERTICAL (Cont.)
23-Oesigns
25- T ransgrest'on
26- Cuts
27- Man’s name
28- Beneath
29- A fowl
31- External
32- River in France
33- Serft
35- Recompente
36- Finish
38- Narrow leather strip
39- Eternity
42- Plural of nebula
43- A dance
VERTICAL
44- Openwork of metal
46- Wigwam
•-Dispatch
47- lnaer.t egg
2- Surface
49- Placea violently
3- Maiden
50- Examines by
4- Render zealous
touching
5- Lifting device
51- French painter and
S-Pendant
engraver
7- Conjunction
52- Greek god of love
8-Allotted tasks(ScoL) 53- Felinet
9- Literary composition 54- Blemish
10- Tasters
55- Wrong-doing
11- A bearing (Her.)
55-Dines
12- Entrance
57-Dirk (Scot.)
13- An insect (pi.)
60-Curioue scrape ef

21-Sufflx. An agent

literature

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
4-H Doings

KNOX P.I.A. AT LINCOLNVILLE

Coggan’s Hill Boys Start a
Tractor Program; Camden
The Albert Alleys Hosts To Poultrymen
Signs For Projects
Tuesday; Frank Reed Speaks At Union
Olenn Jackson, secretary of the

THE GRANGE CORNER

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

NEWS OF THE ORANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Owl's Head Grange
By Elizabeth Walker

------------------------------ Three K-L Homemakers To Tell Of Ways
Juvenile Deputy Frances Tolman ,
'
and installing staff went to sheepjo Make Money In Home During Farm

Women's Features

Farm and Home Week Offers
Study In Clothing, Foods
and Handicrafts

Foods, clothing and handicrafts
•
Lake in
in Palermo
Palermo Saturday
Saturday I
At the last meetliig of Owl's scot Lake
will
be the subjects of a series of
Head Grange the First and Second evening March 21, and installed
Meeting Scheduled For April 7
and Home Week Talks Tuesday
lectures and demonstrations for
their
Juvenile
officers.
Degrees were conferred on Patri
women to be given during Farm
Thc girls were dressed in evecia Oreeley.
and Home Week at the University
State Deputy Earl Tolman and Ilin8 gowns and it was done by
Homemaker:
About 30 members of the Knox sary to keep the birds on Utter for
I experiences with cotton curtains; of Maine, all will take place ln
(Continued
On
Page
Six)
County Poultry Improvement As the first six weeks to brood and State Juvenile Deputy Frances
Are you planning to attend Farm !less than half with rayon, nylon or Merrill Hall on the campus,
and Home Week at the University 3lbrtures of these fibers.
Tuesday morning’s program besociation met Tuesday night at the build up an Immunity to coccldl- Tolman were present and were es
osis otherwise the birds will devel corted to the master's station.
of Maine next week’
I Sin<*
3 marked chan«e .ln gins with a talk about the modern
April Dates
home of Mr and Mrs. Albert Alley op cocci ln the laying house,
Carrie Nash is chairman of the
_
.
,
„
preference for certain fibers ls in- medjCine man the food faddists,
ln LlncolnviUe Center. Some drove 1 when Mr Miller suggested a social on March 31 and Irene Deck
Th.ee homemakers from Knox- Seated with an increasing trend , by p,.0{ Inga MacKellar, of the
County
Agent
Meetings
In
25 miles or more through the heavy middle of the road course on the er on April 7.
Lincoln will be participating in the toward nylon, even though only Home Economics Department, of
Two Counties Listed By
rain storm but all agreed that it question of high energy versus high
Brother Oscar Foster was re
program "Ways To Earn Money in about one in three women who . University of Maine
was weU worth the trip for it was J fibre feeds, he started a brisk con ported to be sick.
Extension Service
the Home" on Tuesday morning at preferred nylon curtains had had
NfJct two home demonstration
a lively and Interesting meeting. troversy which was not fuUy set
The theme of the literary pro
Frank Reed.^ExUnsion poultry- I
Kn°Wle’ °f experlence
th<™'
; agents. Mrs. Eleanor Currier, of
Robert E. MiUer, poultry special tled.
gram was Easter. The Story of the
— _i„ ________ ,______
.1_Jefferson, will speak on Making | Of the nine out of 10 women Farmington, and Janice Cogswell
ist of the Beacon Poultry Research
present for a meeting Silver Jewelry." Mrs. Knowles re- who voted for either nylon or cot- Of Skowhegan will present inforSandwiches, coffee, and dough- Resurrection was read by Irene man'
department at Cayuga N. Y„ dis nuts were served during the social Decker; "Did Christ Have A Little : of Kl;ox County Poultrymen at ports this home project, started as ton, all mentioned good launder- i mation on proper foods for older
cussed “The Feeding and Manage hour which followed.
| Black Dog?" read by Thelma Mur- ■
Thompson Memorial Building a hobby, then as friends saw some jng characteristics as a reason, folks. The forenoon program will
ment of the Growing Flock." and
The
next
meeting
ls
planned
for
rav
and
"My
Gethsemane"
was
in
Un
‘on on Wednesday, April 8 of the attractive pins, rings and Those voting for nylon curtains close with instruction on lining
Pine 4-H Club
showed colored slides of some New April 7 at the Thompson Memorial read by Elizabeth Walker, “In the *n ^le evening.
Frank will be earrings she made, they would saild they djried quickly, did not women's suits, by Mrs. Thelma
Elaine Hoffses. secretary of Pine
{ York poultry farms. Mr. MiUer ex- building in Union when Frank Garden" was sung by all members, down in May for a meeting of Linwant to purchase them for gifts. baVe to be dried on stretchers, and Berry, also of the home economics
4-H Club reports that the next
,
.
...
pressed the belief that efforts to Reed our Maine poultry specialist Closing thought was read by Car- co'n County poultrymen.
The demand increased so Mrs. required little or no Ironing Cot- | department at the University.
meeting of their club ls April 11, ,. , . . . .
... ,,
..
,
.
’ „ ,
,
...
. I hold back birds with the idea of will be the speaker. Later tn the rie Nash.
I Washington Extension Group Knowles was now in business Re- ton curtail get votes for easy
Six different subjects will be
when the foods members will make ,
,
..
,
, ,
__ ,,
, ... .
keeping them from laying small month members plan a social
The lecturers march was won by men will meet at Edward Grin- sides making very attractive silver wasning. durability ln laundering presented on Wednesday, how to
Vitamin Salad” while the cloth,
„
.
.
,
. .
eggs was not sound practice. He gathering at the home of Ralph Ethel Worcester; Effie Dyer won nell's on Thursday, ApTil 9. In the
jewelry, Mrs. Knowles also works and atso
cogttng jess than do biock printing, home safety, beta,ing members work on their plaid
.
. . . .
, .
,
the Easter egg hunt; Going to Je- evening, with the county agent, w.th copper making trays, small other fabrlcs Rawn curUlns
^dresses
,lsed a chart 10 demonstrate that Hunt,
were ter bathrooms, making hooked rugs
resses.
birds that were genetically the same '
rusalem was won by Robert Mur- for a farm management meeting, dishes, candle-sticks, etc. These
f0T their appearance, because silk screen printing, and number
Jolly Highlanders
J ,,ouid iay 24 ounce eggs at the same !
ray.
| Community chairmen and pro- will be on display while Mrs
Puilorum List
they draped well, because of low- ) knitting.
Mabel Foster, secretary, reports time even though the time that thc i
Sister Elizabeth Walker was es- ject leaders will meet on Thurs- Knowles tells other homemakers a
Marjorie Moore and Gertrude
cost- rarely for durability. Many
a meeting on April 6 when the. drst egg was laid might vary,
corted to the Lecturer's station and day, April 16, at the North Noble- way of earning money in the home.
women mentioned the higher price Wyman, students at the University
cooking girls wiU make Vitamin
Mr Miller remarked that their Results Of Survey Are Made presented with a birthday cake boro Community Hall for an all
Mrs. Florence Peck of Nobleboro
of nylon in discussing curtain fa of Maine, wUl demonstrate block
Salad. Sewing girls wiU be working views on feeding complete mash
while the members sang Happy day agricultural planning session j state chairman of Women’s DiviAvailable
To
Those
In
j printing. Mrs. Arthur Hart, of
on half slips.
brics.
had been changed recently when
Blrthday.
| to prepare their suggestions for sion of the Extension Association:
the
Poultry Industry
Hampden, an expert on making
Coggan’s Hill
Filet
of
Sole
With
Dili
Pickle
tests sliowcd that there was little
The Third and Fourth Degrees the 1954 Extension work in agri- will also speak on this program.
j hooked rugs will demonstrate her
Stuffing
Travis Brown, secretary, reports difference ln production over feedMaine poultry flocks free of pui will be conferred at the next meet- culture
her topic being "Homemade Yeast
all members present but one The’ ing mash and scratch,
One and one-half quarts soft 1-2 art.
lorum disease are listed in tlie I ing on AprU 14
Thc county
executive committee | Bread and Cookies."
Mrs. Peck.
!
*
i a
I Prances Hamabe, Blue Hill artist,
boys taking tractor maintenance j He showed numerous slides of newly issued "Official List of
the bakery
busv months,
sells
' will meet on April 24. and will take ' during
homemade
products
to these
sum- in€h bread cubes. 1-4 cup"melted
cuS
‘Ihe Xt
Mt. Pleasant Grange
received their instruction books, i porches used to grow pullets from Maine Breeding Flocks and Hatch
up these suggestions for forward
By Frances Tolman
Next meeting garden plans wlU six weeks to maturity He said that eries Co-operating ln the National
ing to Orono, amongst other busi- mer visitors at one of the local chopped dill pickle, 1-3 cup , forms of printing having been used
Inspection of Mt. Pleasant
be discussed along with tractor dri- 1 many New York farmers were us- Poultry Improvement Plan."
to come before the regular stores. She says people like the chopped onion, 1-3 cup milk or I
ne
by the Chinese for centuries. It's
Grange,
which
was
to
be
Monday.
ving
j ing this method ln preference to Dr. E Reeve Hitchner. head of
spring meeting.
' cookies old fashion names, such as water. 1-2 teaspoon salt, 1-8 tea- !
fairly new in this country, however.
John Burns is leader and his new range growing and found that they the official state agency of the March 30. has been postponed un
The county agent will attend Flossie's Molasses
Cookies or spoon pepper. 1-8 teaspoon sage
Craftsmen
use this method ln
til
a
later
date.
assistant leader is Gerald Hall.
1 got more uniformity. It is neces- NPIP at the University of Maine,
the 44th anniversary meeting of Mother' Sugar Cookies better than or mvrjoram. 6 filets of sole, 1 printing posters, Christmas cards,
the
North Haven Grange on fancy names Mrs. Peck. I believe tablespoon melted butter or mar- handkerchief patterns and draper
said today that the 22 page,
April 22.
>s letting the homemakers ln on garine, 1-8 teaspoon paprika.
printed list is available from
Lost
Land
ies.
rioter of ct
Aina men (includes Wiscasset, what some of these choice recipes
Combine bread cubes, butter,
county agents or from him at the
Rosemary Shaeffer. who speaks
Animal Pathology Building. Uni
Aina, West Aina and area) will °f hers aTe at Parm and Home
onion, milk, Sa
on home safety, comes from ChlcaSoil
Conservation
Brings
and sage Place one-fourth cup i OQ
versity of Maine.
meet at the Sheepscot Valley Week during this program.
and represents the National
Lost Land Back To Effi
The third lady participating in stuffing on each filet, roll "P ' Safety
The list includes the name and
Grange Hall with the county
Council. Miss Merna Moncient Use
agent for a poultry meeting on thia Program is Mrs Marjorie Cook crosswise Place In a greased bak- ‘ roe who spcaks Qn
bath_
address of each flock owner, the
April 30. in the evening. All poul- of Tenant’s Harbor Mrs. Cook dur- ln
ing
pan
platter
arranging filets ![ rooms, has done
.............
—_____
official puilorum disease status of
« »
an or P
latUr arrawn(!
a vast
amount_ of
Soil conservation and efficient
trvmen in the area are Invited to ln« the Pte-Chrjstmas holiday sea- so overlapping edges are down. research on household equipment
the flock, the number of each
land use have become the prime
attend. As usual, any Extension son' ,nakcs attractive Christmas shape remaining stuffing into 6 and app]jances at the Maine Agribreed of birds, and whether the
concern not only of progressive dirt
meeting is open to anyone who j wreaths 85 her way of earnln8 ( balls, using 1-4 cup per ball and i cu]utra] Experiment Station.
owner sells eggs or chicks.
farmers, but of far-sighted agri
In addition, the bulletin gives an
~~ .^.^iJriea'ri'ers'"^ '
atlend
m°ney
'he h°m<? She Wi" dem'' place in S3m<> pan 35 fl!ets Com'
Mrs- Virginia Bellamy, of Blue
m°nth wlU pe onstra.e making
a Christmas bine mei,ed butter and paprika „ul.
the lnventor of ..Number
The predicted slump in broiler one bird or hundreds. Tins problem ! expiration of the breed improve- cne period irom iuju w> i»pu mere i Tl* rest
wreath during the program Tuesand carefully brush it over filets, j Knitting" and will give instruction
prices arrived last week but it was is approached in many different ■
stages and the puilorum di- was a population increase ln the ®Pent on fa™ cal14 and the
, da;. morning
Bake ln a hot oven (400F) for 35 for the whole afternoon on this
a little later than expected This ways. I think the poorest approach I sease classes It also lists co-op- United States of 23 per cent. Yet, ting up of demonstrations.
All these ladies will tell home minutes
new method of performing an agehatcheries, for several decades our crop acre
again apparently proves that heavy is the methed of caustion. You read 1 erating commercial
makers about their project, their
Slncerely.
t old task.
placements of chicks are a sure in various manuals that one should participating dealers and growers, age hRS remained virtually station
market and how they still perform
Winifred Ramsdell,
Thursday’s subjects are all con^#ign that broiler prices will be low knock before entering a poultry jand turkey flocks and hatcheries ary at about 370,000.000 acres. At
the duties of a very busy active
County Agent's
Home Demonstration Agent j nected with foods and nutrition.
er aboutthree months later.
The ; house. True enough when the birds co-operating in the National Tur- the same time, farm land former
homemaker.
i Mrs. Mary Synder, of the home ec
------------------weakening of thebroiler market
get used to that sudden rap lt does key Improvement Plan.
ly cultu-ated but now ruined for
Hope to see many of you there!
Corner
onomics department, speaks on
seemed to have an adverse effect not bother them. In fact no noise j Additional regulations arc given further Immediate and practical
F.H.A. Borrowers food for children, while Mary Ross.
Are You Shopping For Curtains
on the price of roasters which are bothers a bird after it is satisfied ' in regard to use of advertising, cultivation by erosion and abuse to
of Maine Department of Health
Spring is the time when many
~
now selling in the low thirties. that no harm will come as a re- use of NPIP forms, labels, buying tals approximately 100.000.000 acres. Dear Farmer:
housewives go shopping for cur- Annual SeSSIOn Of KnOX- and Welfare, speaks twice; first on
Market eggs were still steady the suit of the noise. I always get a stock, and inspection. The bulle- The importance of this lO6t land
Farm and Home Week is Just
Lincoln Federal Credit food for the expectant mother, and
first of the week at 56 cents a doz great kick out of watching a fellow tin suggests that anyone desiring may be Judged by the fact that about here, and I would like to tains' sIlp covers' summer blankets
again on special diets for family
poultry-man beat
his knuckles to buy hatching eggs or baby the entire wheat crop of 1950 was point out One or two highlights and Jtwnln8a The^ Bureau ^ Agen.
Group Held Wednesday
meals.
These first beautiful spring days against a hen house door with as chicks from these flocks write first harvested from 61.000.000 acres.
| that Knox-Lincoln farmers should ricultural Economics points out
These are only a part of the
that
since
World
War
II
more
synThe
annual
farm
ownership
borare a Joy to the poultryman. An much ceremony as one who is about to the Official State Agency This
It would appear from these fi- be especially Interested in.
many lectures and other Farm and
other month and a half many pul to enter the sacred precincts of a, is because changes in this list gures that the country should now
First, of course are the blueberry thetic fibers have been going into rower s meeting of the Fanners
lets wtll be going on range and an secret fraternal order: I have tried j may- have occurred since it was be suffering from near famine. The ' sessions, Thursday, AprU 2, at. 1.30 textiles used in such items, yet lit- Home Administration for Knox and Home Week features especially for
women.
early spring gives us a chance to knocking but have found that it (published.
reason it is not is that production' p. m. two of the four talks are by tic Ts known about how housewives Lincoln Counties was held in the
get ready for the exodus from thc scares the hens Just as much as ■ a year ago the Agency reported per acre as a result of improved Stanley Johnston, a Michigan state like them or about their opinions workshop of the Farnsworth Mubrooder house Soon, the wet litter any other unsual spur.d until they ' that only two flocks tested ln land use and modern machinery, research man. Amongst the items as to the service they give. Because seum. Rockland, on Wednesday
For Better Living
season will be over with all its mis get used to it. I open the door and Maine had reactors. The program has increased sufficiently to keep he will talk about will be the breed- such Information is important to evening with 32 in attendance.
erable complications, ’deluding dir- walk in. Far from running away, has resulted in virtually elimi pace with our rising population. In J ing work they are doing on a med all concerned with manufacture.) The meeting is held annually for Electricity Has Played An
oi _ 1
■
.
_
.
. J
purpose of oralfTinfT
analyzing tba
the Kit
busl.
ty eggs. In days gone by one would j the birds generally crowd toward nating puilorum disease from thc recent years Industry, particularly lum-highbush blueberry Many of sale' use or rPsearch ln textiles, a theo niiMvAco
Important
Part
In Pro
the
farm
equipment
Industry
has
Michlgans
problems
are
similar
to
survey
housewives
opinions
on
ness
of
the
previous
crop
year
of
see hens out in every farm yard,: me for I look like a bag of feed to state.
moting Comfort
Rout now when the pullet goes in them.
teamed up with agriculture to a far ours and their work will be inter- se,ec,cd items
household fur- j the borrowers and interpreting the
i things was made
! analysis on the basis of improvefrom the range she often never
Any one who has brooded chick- litter and I actually have to drive greater extent than most people esting to us here.
This year the investor-owned
some flndinSs about menu made ln their farming oper- electric companies of the nation are
goes out again until her final trip, ens has noticed that about the sec- some birds from in front of it. This realize in a vast land use and con- J The poultry program starting at I IIerc
to the dressing plant of the chop-1 Ond day under the brooder, the bothered them the first one or two servation program. Standard farm 9 o'clock Tuesday morning, has two (mrtains. About three-fourths of ations
sponsoring an Electricity for Better
A movie entitled Poultry A. Living Celebration. And they cerping block. There are exceptions youngsters take off for the wall times so that they stayed In one tractors with attaclftnents are suit- ' items that are particularly impor- the women interviewed used ready
when the farmer decides to keep: and corners at any sound. I start end of the building but after that able for terracllng. contouring and tant. one is Improving fertility and made’ *heer, lightweight window- Billion Dollar Industry was shown tainly have a tremendous story to
his flock through the second sum- right jn making as many different they went about their business as other soil and water conservation hatchability in chickens. The other, curtains. More rural homemakers. before the business meeting. Mike tell. For low-cost electric power—
......... .........
„ r
_____ ____
mer. Then, he moves the old hens noises as I can think of and in a usual.
' egg quality,
how to
produce
and and those in the lower-income Lamoreau. assistant county super-' which is the kind of power the
This program, aided by farmer- maintain lt. Management problems 8T°UP,i|€m than in 1946 «hen visor, was ln charge of the showing publicly-regulated.
heavily-taxed
Into a laying shelter about May 1 ' short time there are very few
I think the rule should be not
Hens are mighty finicky about., soundg that bother them. I think to pussyfoot around your birds Oet! organized soil conservation dis- and experimental results will be the Ilst sun'c5’ waa made Women 0( the movie and also Interpreted industry sells—has produced
K ■
......
.......................
Who did not use readv made cur- ----»•- -»
------«----- *-to*’those
----------• - revolution,
.......................
results
of *■the
analyses
pre-, Cjaj
American style.
their laying habits. For some rea- • the idea of using a radio ln the them
used to a lot of different tricts. is fundamental to the future considered
Many people believe that we talns “ld they mad€ thelr
,o sentson or another they can be moved pen Is a good one. Certainly there noises as soon as possible and then security of the United States. It ls
j In 1924, the homeowner paid an
The use of the farm family rec- average of about seven cents a kilin early May but woe to the per are all kinds of noises come out when you are not around you will a fine example of citizen responsl- should expand our beef and sheep save exP€nse OT used Venetian
bility 'nspired by the“enlightened numbers ln these counties to take bUnda
Oenerallv. sales of ready ord book, with reference to special > owatt-hour for service—now he
son who tries to move them at al of a radio and they are not all not be worrying about pile ups
records and their importance in pays less than three cents. Conmost any other time. I am talking harmonious by any means.
I am told that David White has selfishness" of modern business and advantage of cheap poultry man- madecurtains api>ears to have inure and land available tnat is not. creascd since 194€ Almost all wo- making a farm analysis of the pre- sumption of electricity in the home
about a flock hatched early the
It is interesting to note that ■ one of the best flocks of sex link agrlcuiture.
1 men Interviewed said they had had vious year's business, was discussed has doubled ln 10 years. It ls rellprevious spring. Moving birds any some birds are far more timid than j pulleU around. They are about 13
by Darius Joy after which a dis- ably estimated that a typical
time Just Isn't done successfully. others. Perhaps the time will come weeks old and are being fed the
otherwise being used to good ad cussion or record keeping was ta-' household's use of electric power is
▼ Generally a moult results and a se when there will be an attempt made new high energy growing mash.
vantage. Sheep sessions will be at ken up. The Knox County com- the equivalent of the Iafcor of six
vere and prolonged drop ln produc to breed strains that are immune The chicks came from Foster Jam
9 a. m.. on Tuesday; beef starts at mittee was represented by Lau- servants—yet the bill average but
tion.
to fear. At the present time there ieson’s hatchery.
11 o'clock the same day. There will rence B Rokes of Camden and $60 a year.
Evidently, moving a flock at any is a great difference in flocks.
I hear that young Vic Burn
The future is expected to bring
age has some effect on the weight. Since I have been raising white heimer and Phil Weston, the genial Noted Speakers Slated For Four Day be a reverse panel discussion on Charles Kigel of Warren. The Linbeef feeding and management that coin County committee was repre- rar greater power consumption still,
Broilers generally slow up for a few rocks I have noticed that they are pair who pick up eggs and bags at
should be a lot of fun.
sented by Ralph W. Keene of Dam- Tomorrow's home, it ls predicted,
days when they are moved. There I not nearly as flighty as some many poultry farms In the area.
Event At University Of Maine
Unfortunately, the foriage crops ariscotta. Henry F. Lowe, chief pro- Wiu have electric kitchens of revois one way that broilers can be others. They will take off, to be) are enjoying excellent television at
program conflicts with the panel gram operations, and Richard E. lutionary design, will be heated and
moved quite successfully and that sure, but they do not travel far and 1 their respective homes in North
is from one floor to another in the come back quickly to the feeders. Waldoboro. And they installed their
A congressman, the assistant sec- | outstanding educator for many, In the afternoon, so beef men will Kennedy, specialist of the FHA1 cooled with electrical equipment,
state office in Bangor, and Wayne and will be completely air condiretary of Agriculture, and a retired ) years and previous to taking his have tc take 3 Wush declsionsame house, if the same pattern of
There ls one sound that every own antennas.
Some of our dairymen will be in W Whitney, assistant county su- | tioued and dustproof. In flve years,
feeders and waterers are used. The poultryman fears and that is the
Farmers who did not attend the Judge were among the nearly 200 present position he was director of
birds will bed down the first night blast of an auto horn under the credit meeting at the Thompson sneakers slated for Farm and Home the Extension Service in Callfor- terested ln the bulk milk handling pervtsor of the Belfast FHA coun- another prediction says, 50.000.000
in relatively the same positions and windows of his poultry house. Some Memorial Building in Union missed Week at the University of Maine. I nia Director Deering, cf the Maine I du5CUSS10n as we!1 as mechanizing t.v office, werc also in attendance TV sets will be ln use. Anl in the
Extension Service, savs: “Earl Coke the dalry farm on Tuesday morn- Mr L0”' Panted to the group 10 years ending in 1955 the power
there will be no piling up.
folks who are too lazy to get out of some interesting talks by repre next Monday to Thursdav
Clifford O. McIntire, member of, is an able man and a convincing lns's ’P-Kmltunil engineering pro- some figures
relating to
the industry will have doubled iu ca
One of the worries of a poultry- their cars use the horn button free sentatives of the Federal Land
man is smothering. You can lose ly to announce their arrival. Such bank, Production Credit Association the House of Representatives from speaker We are very fortunate to' ?ram' Re*ular dalry Pro?rair' wl11) amounts and types of credit being pacity-at a cost of$20,000,000,000
1 start Wednesday morning. Several' used by farmers in the State of) of private savings for new cona blast can cost a poultryman hun and Farmers Home Administration. the Third Maine District, will speak j get him at this busy time.
on Tuesday afternoon at 1.30 i ' Judge Harold C.' Kessinger of of our mfn are lnterested in
Maine to carry out their agrlcul-■ s,motion.
dreds of dollars If he does not hap Gil Jaeger, County Agent and mod
housing of heifers, one of several tural businesses.
J One hallmark of private enterEMERSON
ADMIRAL
Fresh
from
active
participation
In
1
Ridgewood.
N.
J.,
will
be
the
feaerator
at
the
meeting,
expressed
pen to be near enough to his flock
the'wo'rk of the po^rfur^gres-'tured speaker ’at the'tradition'll good lten“ includln<
usuaI
Mrs. Connie Lamoreau and Miss' prisc is that ln the United States
MOTOROLA
CAPEHART
disappointment at the attendance.
to break up the panic.
dairymen's dinner.
Helvi Laitinen were in charge of raore people get more benefits
The sound of motor noises does About 40 attended, many of them sional committee on agriculture of Parm and Home Week banquet,
Turkey growers will meet all j the refreshments
which were than in any other nation on the
which
he
is
a
member,
McIntire
i
Thursday
evening.
Judge
Kasslnger
poultrymen.
It
does
seem
as
not seem to bother birds very much.
day Wednesday, and there will be served after the business meeting. face of the earth.
At least they get used to such though we could make more effort takes for his topic, "The United' spoke at the banquet four years a
maiket gardeners program
j ago and his keen philosophy and
noises in a very short time. I re to attend these meetings. Some of States and World Leadership."
Thursday afternoon. Many of our
Blueberry Information
Tuesday
evening,
the
University
■
deadpan
humor
captivated
his
authe
speakers
travel
long
distances
member that a bulldozer operator
roadside stand people could attend
An
ample
stock of the bulletin
awards
certificates
of
recognition
to
!
dience.
Governor
Burton
M.
Cross.
WE WILL BUY
ran his machine so close to my hen and put a lot of thought and ef
this one with profit. See you next “Woody Weed Control In Lowhouse that he rubbed the edge off fort into their talks. Credit at the Outstanding Farmers and Out- ) and President Hauck are also slated
week.
Bush Blueberry Fields" has been
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
the roof but there was Uttle com right time can keep you in busi standing Homemakers. Speakers to speak at the banquet. Dean
Gil Jaeger, County Agent
received in the office, according to
motion inside. I use a five horse ness and while you may not need will be President Arthur A. Hauck. Deering will act as toastmaster.
County Agent Gil Jaeger. These
More than 800 persons have al
power garden tracter to stir the it at the moment, when you do of the University; Frank W. Hus
may be had for the asking
need it. you may not know in which sey. of Presque Isle, newly elect- ready made reservations for rooms
CLAYT BITLER
The 1953 blueberry dust schedirection to turn. Those who at ed president of the National So- on the campus during the week,
tended this meeting had three pos- operative Council, one of the “Big1 Most of the guests will drive ln for Wants to See YOU About ; dule has not vet beer, received.
ARTESIAN WELLS
BITLER CAR &
) however, despite reports to the
sible sources of credit explained to. Four" national agricultural organ-, the day, however. Between flve and
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
LEWIS HERBERT ft SON
contrary. These will be mailed
them and I for one was glad I at- izations; and J. Earl Coke, assist- 6.000 people are expected to attend,,
Bi ll RANKIN Bt,
HOME SUPPLY
I to all blueberry growers on our
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
tended. I enjoyed myself and at ant secretary of Agriculture in the says Prof. Herbert A. Leonard. Or«7» MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ROOKLAND
TIRES
filestore
TeL Dark Hbr. 74-> the same time came home with Eisenhower Administration. Assist- ono. chairman of the Farm and
; mailing list as soon as they are
“Wt Service What We Sell"
»-»-tf
5Stf some useful information
ant-Secre tary Coke has been an. Home Week committee.
1
i | received, Gil said.

Camden Boys 4-H Club reports the
following members and project:
Rodney Megquier has garden and
woodworking: Lloyd Light ls tak
ing chickens and woodworking:
Bobby French has chickens and
woodworking; Wayne Pendleton is
taking woodworking and pig.
Glenn Jackson takes woodwork
ing, beans and tractor mainten
ance; while David Jackson has
room decoration, freezing and gar
dening
The nest meeting will be held
on Saturday, April 4 when the
leaders, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Meg
quier, will help the boys plan their
project work.

FARM AND HOME WEEK MONDAY

MILLER’S
GARAGE

cood/Vcab

I

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Marilyn Jones Seaside Wonderland Queen

THOMASTON

ews

New* and Social Item*. Notices and Advertisement* may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GLADY8 CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-S
Miss Sally Oilchrest who is at tain the Beta Alpha Monday eve
tending the University of Maine is ning at her home on Hyler street.
Wendell Barlow has purchased
spending the Easter recess wtih
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James the Lenora Davis house on Georges
street.
Gillchrest. Green street.
The Finnish Lutheran Church
Mrs Pauline Simpson is a sur
has purchased the Wendell Bargical patient at Knox Hospital.
low house on Main street.
John Davis is a patient at The
i The Elbridge Grafton house on
Luette.
Brooklyn Heights has been sold to
Mr and Mrs. Hollis Young and Mrs. Lenora Davis.
Miss Helen Duncan and Andrew
Church News
Cooper of Belfast will attend the
| Mass will be celebrated at St.
wedding of Miss Anne Swift, Rob
James Catholic Church Sunday
ert Hardy at Sharon, Mass., over
at 9 a. m.
the weekend. Miss Swift is the
Services at St. John's Episcopal
niece of Mrs. Young.
! Church Sunday at 8 a. m., the bles
Mrs. James Gilchrest has re sing of the Palms and Holy Eu
turned home after spending a charist followed by Sunday School
month with her daughter and son- at 10 a. m. There will be no Sun
in-law. Mr. and Mrs Richard Sim day night services.
mons at Hyannis, Mass
1 Sunday School at 9.45 a. m., at
Town meeting will be held at the Federated Church followed by
Watts hall Monday. The polls will the morning service at 11 o'clock.
be open from 10 a. m . to 6 p m. Rev. Leach' subject. The Power
The meeting will begin at 7.30 p. m. and Wisdom of God Youth Fel
Rev. John Fitzpatrick is a surgi lowship at 7 p. m.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m., at
cal patient at the New England
the Baptist Church followed by the
Baptist Hospital, Boston.
Rev. H. I. Holt will be the speak morning service at 11. Rev. H. I.
er at the Baptist Church Sunday Holt will be the speaker. The Beta
Alpha meets Monday night with
morning.
Mrs. Dorothy Libby will enter Mrs. Dorothy Libby.

Wednesday night. Members wish
ing to go please meet at Wey
(Continued from Page Five)
mouth Grange HaU at 7 o'clock.
candlelight which made it very im Please bring sweets
Acorn Grange
pressive, the following took part.
The Ladies Degree team went to
Juvenile Deputy Frances Tolman,
Warren Grange Tuesday night and
installing officer; George Starr,
l conferred the Third and Fourth
installing master; Florence Frye,
Degrees on three candidates. Next
marshal; Jean Frye, Chaplain; Ma
Monday night, the degree team will
rietta Erickson, emblem bearer;
do
the Third and Fourth Degrees
Ruth Ann Erickson, regalia bear
er; Carole Lunden, pianist. There at Weymouth Grange in Thomaswere 12 members of Mt. Pleasant i ton.
Next Wednesday night at our
Grange present. Seven Mt. Plea
I regular meeting, the program will
sant Juvenile members; four Meconsist of a comedy skit entitled
gunticook members and from South
"The Nightingale Ladies Quar
Hope.
tette.” Also, Laurice Young will
Mt. Pleasant Juvenile
show colored slides.
Following the meeting of Mt.
We would like to see a good turn
Pleasant Juvenile Grange Monday out at this meeting.
a surprise birthday celebration was
Seven Tree Grange
given by Matron Charlotte Ler
By Aubyne Hawes
mond and the members in obser
Seven
Tree Grange met in reg
vance of Juvenile Deputy Frances
ular session Wednesday evening.
Tolmans birthday.
Resolutions of Respect were read
A very pretty birthday cake,
in
memory of our deceased Brother
made by Mrs. Lermond was pre
sented to her with all the members Arthur Stewart.
Owing to several officers ab
singing "Happy Birthday" and this
sence.
we were not able to practice
was a great surprise to Sister Tol
degree work as had been planned.
man.
A lunch of sandwiches, cake and
Weymouth Grange
coffee v as served after the meet
Last Monday night, the First ing by Brothers Danforth and Carand Second Degrees were con roU.
ferred on candidates.
The lecturer’s program featured
Next
Monday, the
Achorn hobbies.
Grange Degree team of Cushing
The next meeting. April 8. we
will work the Third and Fourth will entertain the Traveling Grange
Degrees, with a harvest supper and it is urged by the Master that
after degree work.
all come who are able. Seven Tree
Other Grange members are in members furnish sandwiches and
vited
Will visitors please bring visitors the pastries.
sweets’
Seven Tree Grange Circle met
A mystery ride is planned for March 18 with Sisters Emma and
Weymouth Grange members for Blanche Robbins. There were nine
present.

Grange Corner

SOCIAL DANCE

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL
EVERY SATURDAY
Music by the Nor’easters
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
38* lt

GAME PARTY

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
At the

American Legion Home
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
3-S-tf

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Warren Grange
By Mrs. Ralph Crockett

Fourteen members of Warren
Grange visited Meenahga Grange
of Waldoboro, Monday evening.
The following took part in the
Neighbor's Night program—Ray
mond and Doris Jenkins, Charles
Stimpson, Sr.. Jane Pendleton and
Virginia Davis.
Tuesday, Warren Grange enter
tain Acorn Grange of Cushing,
when the Ladies Degree Team of
the latter Grange instructed a class
of candidates in the Third and
Fourth Degrees. New members are
Sherrill Arey, Leroy Cousins and
Everett Waters. Eugene Calder
wood was reinstated.
Members of Good Will, Wey
mouth and Pleasant Valley were
also present.
The meeting was followed by the

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTERS OF THOMASTON

Vote For
The REPUBLICAN Candidates

MONDAY, MARCH 30

FOR SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS

ROBERT H. BLAKE

evening
at 7.30
the annual
“Maundy Thursday" service will be
held, with reception of church
members and the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper, and a social period
will follow the service in honor of
the new members. Friday, the
Kupples Klub will meet for supper
at 7' with Mr. and Mrs.
Pease in charge, and afterwards.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Crockett will
present John M. Richardson who
will speak on the topic "Was My
Pace Red!”

classes for those of all ages. Betty
____
__
| Richardson
and __
Betty Williamson
will be leading the Ambassadors
: For Christ in a missionary pro! gram at 6. “The Gospel Story
! Hour" will open at 7.15 with a
| singspiration period, and then the
service will be broadcast from 7 30
to 8. Music by the choir and a
At First Universalist Church (by
soloist will be included, and Mr
MacDonald's message will be a the Court House) Rockland, Rev.
continuation of his series on “Se George H Wood, minister, Rev-.
John S. Lowe. D.D, Minister Eme "
ven Immortal Words." The fifth
and sixth words will be considered ritus: Palm Sunday sermon is en
as "The Word of Victory ”
Th? titled “That’s That” at the 11 a
pre-Easter Prayer and Praise meet m. church worship. The choir is
ing will be held on Tuesday at 7 30 under the direction of Mrs. Esther
The Junior Ambassadors will men Rogers with selections "Hear Me,
on Friday at 3.30, and that evening Lord” and “The Palms," and the
The Pratt Memorial Methodist at 7.30 the annual Good Friday solo is entitled “Calvary." The
Church wiU hold Palm Sunday Wordless Communion Service will greeters of the day are Mr and
Mrs. Joshua N. Southard'; with
worship at 10.30. Rev. Merle Con- be held
ushers, Raymond Perry, chairman,
I ant will preach on the theme
• • • •
'What Jesus Saw- On Palm Sun“Reality" is the subject of the William Weed, Stanley Payson and
I day.” Mrs. Austin Davis will play Lesson-Sermon which will be read Stuart Burgess Men’s Class meets
"Cujus Animam" from “Stabat in all Churches of Christ, Scientist, at 10 a. m.; Sunday School, Sam
Mater by Rossini, “The Earth Ls on Sunday, March 29 The Golden Collins, Jr., Superintendent, at 11
the Lord’s" by Lob, and "Magni Text is taken from the Book of a. m. Junior Universalist Youth
Chosen by her fellow students of Rockport High School to reign over The Seaside Wonderland, Queen
Fellowship, Miss Marion Cole, ad
Marilyn Jones graces the throne, surrounded by her suite. Barbara Thorndike, Marilyn Grey, Phyllis Simonton ficat" by Spence The choir will Isaiah, ilsaiah 64: :4). “Since the
and Doris Richards. Begun on Thursdav and continued Friday, thr festivities will wind up tonight with sing the anthems" The Palms” by beginning of the world men have visor, at 6 p. m.; Senior Universa
a concert by the St. George High School Band, several specialty acts, and Havener’s Ensemble in a jan Paure and “Unfold Ye Portals" by not heard, nor perceived by the list Youth Fellowship, Miss Louise
concert.
Gounod. The Church School meets ear, neither hath the eye seen, O Veazie, advisor, at 6.30 p. m. Both
Not even the lashing rain of the presented a program of songs,, On Friday, the program consist- at 11 o'clock for the first four God, beside thee, what he hath meetings will be at The Talbots,
prepared for him that waiteth for 73 Talbot avenue.
heavy northeaster could keep the tableaux, and dances, with spe- ecl of a Maypole dance by pupils i grades and 1130 for the upper
At 7.30 p. m„ Lenten Service for
of the Rockville school, during I classes.
The Youth Fellowship him." Sunday services at 10.30 and
crowds away from Rockport Town cialties by Marlene HaU and Dou
the afternoon as well as presen 1 w-ill not meet this week. The Boy Sunday school at 11.45. Wednes- all in the church; coffee fellow
Hall Thursday afternoon and eve glas Norbeck.
ship hour following in the v«siry
tations by children from the West Scouts will meet on Monday night day night services at 7.30
as arranged by a Comity Circle
The evening part of the enter Rockport and East Side schools. at 7 o'clock. Harold Whitehlll
ning where the junior class of
Palm Sunday ut tlie Congrega committee. Class of religious in
Rockport High School started tlie tainment included a concert by
The evening was to bring a con will direct the program. Tlie dis
festivities incident to the Seaside the Rockport High Band; a spe cert by Camden High Band, the cussion group wiU not meet this tional Church, Rev. Charles R. struction follows.
The schedule of the week in
Holy
Communion
will Monteith, pastor. Morning Worship
Wonderland. The affair is a three cialty act by Bruce Gamage of Rockport High Glee Club and week.
at
10.45,
with
sermon
by
the
pastor,
cludes
Chapin Class at the home
be
served
on
Maunday
Thursday
day carnival designed to raise Rockland, and the coronation of chorus, and specialties by Frances
at 730 All are invited to attend "The Fifth Word from the Cross." of Miss Beatrix Flint. Tuesday eve
money for next year’s trip of the the Queen of the Carnival. Chosen and Robert Cain.
and special music, including "Jeru ning; Wednesday afternoon the
by her fellow students was Miss
then seniors to Washington.
Booths and other activities did this service. The cantata 'The
salem"
by Parker, presented by the Mission Circle meets at tire vestry,
Seven
Last
Words
of
Christ"
by
On Thursday afternoon, mem Marilyn Jones. 17, a senior, and a nice business and indicated that
choir under the direction of Mrs. and Wednesday evening the Tonian
bers of the first three grades, from the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O. the carnival would be a financial Theodore Debois will be presented
by the choir on Friday evening at Eleanor Cote Howard, with Mrs. Circle holds a supper meeting at
East Side and Hoboken Schools. Bernard Jones of Beech Hill.
success.
7.30 Dante Pavone will direct All Faith Berry at the organ, and a the vestry with Miss Katherine
solo by Harold W. Greene, "The Veazie, chairman.
The annuafj
Gladys Wilson ini honor of her installation Friday night at War- are invited to hear this beautiful Palms" by Faure. Church School
Holy Thursday Evening Commun
presentation
of
the
passion
of
birthday.
ren.
classes for third graders and over ion Service for all will be held at
ROCKPORT
The next meeting will be held
Charles Collemore, Cyrus Delano, tlie Christ.
at 9.30, and for those younger at 7.30. April 2.
The
Palm
Sunday
Worship
ser

MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH Wednesday, April 1, at the home Mr. Faulkingham and Mr. Roberts
•• • •
10.30
A special church meeting
vice
will
be
at
7
o'clock.
Rev.
Correspondent
of Mrs. Blanche Carver.
j have had television installed in
At the Owl's Head Baptist
Telephone Camden 2483
Merle Conant will preach on the will be held at the close of worship
Try-To-Help Club
j their homes.
subject "What Jesus Saw On to vote on candidates for church Cjiurcjli Rev. James W. Dagino,
The Try-To-Help Club met Mon- ! Miss Shirley Wotton has emPalm Sunday.” All are Invited to membership. A Pastor's Class will j pastor, morning worship service
Maurice Wood, Jr., Leon Wood day night at the home of Mrs i plojxnent at the Sylvania Electric
be held at 7.30, place to be an conducted by the pastor is at 9
attend this service
and Herbert Carleton have gone Edith Overlock with each member Products in Waldoboro
nounced.
• • • •
o’clock. The sermon subject will be
Clyde Brown has returned home
to Connecticut where they have bringing something for refresh
Appointments for Holy Week "They Waved Palms." At 10 15 a.
At
the
Church
of
the
Nazirene
employment.
ments. The next meeting will be from Knox Hospital. His condition
Rev Oakley E Woodward, pastor, Monday, Boy Scout Troop 206 will 1 m, Bible School for all ages in the
held Monday night. March 30. at remains about the same.
meet at 7, church; Wednesday the j church and on Thursday at 7.30
Attend Zone Meeting
Mrs. Hattie G. Lawry. who has services are as follows: Sunday Woman’s Association will present1 p. m, Prayer Meeting.
Charles Hudson and Vernon the home of Mrs. Edith Overlock
School
at
9
45
a.
m.;
morning
. . • .
Kenney represented the Rockport j and Mrs Dorothy Mills as hostess spent the winter in Massachusetts worship at 10.46; N Y.PS. meets Mrs. Emily Faber, State' Chairman j
with her sister, Mrs. Alfreda
for
International
Relations
for
the!
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial BapJolly Five Entertained
Lions Club at a zone meeting of
at 6 p. m. and evening evange
The Jolly Five Club met Wednes Tosio, and her daughter, Mrs listic service at 7.30. Prayer Meet League of Women Voters, who will1 tist Church for Palm Sunday. Rev.
Zone 41 A2 held at the Camden
day afternoon at the home of Mrs William Sheriff, and Mrs. Richard ing on Wednesday night at 7.30. speak on "The U N as a means of ; James W. Dagino, minister, the
YMCA. on Wednesday night.
Peace,” following the business Morning Worship Service with the
Helena Kenney. A social time was | Anderson, has returned home.
Hear Talk on Germany
Mrs. Stella Lawry Itos returned and on Friday night the Adult meeting which will convene at 3 ' choir s.nging special music l£ at
enjoyed and refreshments were
Class
meeting
at
7
at
the
home
The Rockport Girl Scouts met
served by the hostess The next home from Massachusetts after of Sidney Munro. 36 Glen street p. m.; Mrs Walter Barstow will j 19.30. The pastor brings a message
Tuesday night at the Baptist
conduct the devotional service and on "How Jesus Accepted Victory.”
meeting will be held Wednesday, being the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Church vestry. The leaders pres
dedicate the "Women's Gift,” Wed During the service there will be a
April 1. at the home of Mrs Fred Maloney.
Services
at
United
Pentecostal
ent were: Mrs. Lillian Simonton,
Nursery for all small children. At
Installs In Warren
Edith Browne, Pearl street. Cam
Church, 58 South Main street. Har nesday evening at 7 the choir will
Mrs Betty McIntosh and Mrs. Ma
(Continued on Page Seven)
Mrs Clayton Oliver. Past Grand ry Hutchin, pastor: Sunday school rehearse at the church; Thursday
den.
rion Cash.
Junior of the Grand Temple PS at 1 p m.; worship service at 2.30
Mrs. Betty Bohndell spoke to
of Maine, went to Warren Friday p. m.; Evangelistic service at 7.30
LAWRY
the Tenderfoot group on Germany.
night where she installed the offi p. m. Mid-week service, Tuesday, at
Mrs. Willie Pottle, Mrs. Willie
The next meeting will be held
cers of Crescent Temple Pythian 7.30 p. m.; Prayer ai.d Praise,
Tuesday night, March 31, at the Wotten, Mrs Kenneth Winchen Sisters. Her aides for the evening
Thursday night at 7.30, Rev. Nancy
paw.
Mrs
Clayton
Oliver,
and
Ira
Baptist Church vestry.
were Past Chief Bertha Jameson Long preaching both services All
Oliver were in Bath Wednesday.
acting as Grand Senior; Past welcome.
Thimble Club Met
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Mrs. Wardell McFarland and
• • • •
The Thimble Club met Wednes Mrs. Mabel Beale were in Augusta Chief Annie Doe. acting as Grand
Manager; Eda Lawry, Past Chief
Sunday at the First Baptist
day at the home of Mrs Gladys one day recently.
ODD FELLOWS HALL
acting as flag bearer; Llewellyn Church will be the climax of the
Maker, Camden. A covered dish
Mrs. Clayton Oliver, Mrs Ken
Oliver
acting
as
pianist
Church Membership Revival Pro
dinner was served. The hostess neth Winchenpaw and Ira Oliver
8 P. M.
gram when all church members
presented each guest with a needle went to Port Clyde Thursday.
fWkVtWVWWV.WyV.W.’,
wi|l have an opportunity to regis
holder in the shape of a doll.
Extra Special Prizes
Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller
ter as church members, showing
A birthday cake and a shower visited Mr and Mrs. Claude Miller
37-38
their desire to- rededicate them
of cards was presented to Mrs. at Dutch Neck, Waldoboro. Sun\
DANCING
\ selves to Christ and His church.
........ ' j day.
The sermon by the Pastor. Rev. J.
harvest supper.
j Mrs. Shirley Bowiey of Warren
g TONIGHT (SATURDAY) 5 Charles MacDonald, in the 1030
TODAY—ROCK HUDSON in
SUNDAY, MONDAY
A Scotch Auction under the di- and £Cn Douglas called on Mrs.
service
will
be
on
"The
Valley
of
rection of the Grange Improvement Clayton Oliver Sunday.
At
AND TUESDAY
“SEMINOLE”
Decision.” The Church Nursery
Committee will be held March 31,1 jj.a Oliver was in Augusta Mon- |
Glover
Hall,
Warren
will provide care for small children
when the pageant "The Keys To
Laura Munroe, Caller
during the morning service. Prayer
A Successful Grange." will be pre-1 Llewellyn Oliver came home
groups will meet at 1015 and at
sented on the program, with DoMonbegan Thursdaj.
“Say you
"I
Artm. 50c
! 7, preceding the morning and eve
ris Jenkins, master of ceremonies pialuat for lhe p laJ1 Su>t(,r6
Auspices Warren Lions Club
ning services. At 12 the Church
and Hazel Pease soloist.
__________________ ______
38-lt!
School will have Bible study
if... I
The Grange Circle will meet jXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'Mp <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV
with Emma Norwood. Wednesday.
—■ —
K
^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXW^VNXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>
April 1, at 2 p. m.
t
SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY!
*
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rev E. O. Kenyon, Rector, _____
Sunday
services: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9.30; Church School at
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m.
Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass
at 7.30 a. m.; Wednesday. Mass at
6 a m.; Thursday, Mass at 8 a m.
and Friday, Mass at 7 30 a. m.
• a • a
At St. Bernard'* Church: 8unlay services are at 8 and 11 a m
Daily Mass la at 6.45 a. m. and Con
cession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7
tn. Sunday Mass at St. James’
hurch, Thomaston, 9 a. m.
ind 9 30 a m at the Church of
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden.

GAME PARTY

don't like
lo talk about
like "
action!",

love me.,
say if at
least once!"

-WALDO theatre; |

Wessaweskeag Grange
By Arlene Emerson

”

The lecturer's program was in
honor of St. Patrick’s. Pomes were
read by sisters Gladys Beals, Stella
ElweU, Clara Steeves and Mildred
Mills. History of St. Patrick's by
Brother William Butman. Irish
story by Crystal Butman. The quia
was won by Sister Mills. The lec
turers march was won by Brother
Lawrence Steeves who asked that
his prize be auctioned off Broth
er Butman was the auctioneer with
Brother Richard Cornel] being the
highest bidder.
Refreshments were served at the
close of the meeting.

SUSPENSE-ACTION DOUBLE FEATURE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
"
Every Evening at 8.M. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.H. Sunday at 18*
TODAY ONLY, MARCH 28
John Hodiak. Stephen McNally;
Linda Christian in
"BATTLE ZONE"

HIT NO. 1

ROOTIN’,

STORM-SWEPT
SPECTACLE OF MEN
Vila*

Marine Corps Story

kt

HIT NO. 2

SHOOTIN’

7

FMRTIl
FUR!

AI*A “

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MARCH 29-30
Dan Dailey, Diana Lynn.

DESIRE UNDER FIRE!

Hugh O'Brian in
“MEET ME AT THE FAIR”
In Technicolor
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
MARCH 31—APRIL 1
Linda Darnell. Garv Merrill in
“NIGHT WITHOUT SLEEP"

Humphrey

Bogart

38-lt

Ixxxxx^xxxxxxxm-Kvxxxras' J

June

0 HUNTINGTON HARTFORD aranat*

FOR TOWN CLERK

$140 CASH NITE AWARD
Dennis Morgan in “CATTLE TOWN
Wild BiU Elliott in “LONGHORN’’

NOW!

ARNOLD M. BRYANT
FOR ASSESSOR FOR THREE YEARS

’

Their Newest Riot!

J?

FOR SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE
FOR THREE YEARS

DEAN

JERRY

MARTIAWE W1S

LEAH D. BROOKS

<

K
£

9

TVo >
GENE LOCKHART 1
MICHAEL PATE

D rected bv JOHN BflAHM

y.

Screen AaucUbon by AEMAS MacKEMM

1ME STOOGE

Roy R. Bell, Chairman,

38-lt

EDDfiE
mu urn • to I widen <

tun nm

»«*. MINOR WATSON
jr-

__

UV —

Ar

^acmi by BeC’AiGME WWOuST

BomapUy by

AGU

Abo—SUNDAY-MONDAY

STRAND
ENDS
sat.

s great drama that's got even more

“LOG JAM”
A Short Filmed In Maine

“PRINCE OF PIRATES”—In Technicolor
Plus 2nd Hit“SAVAGE MUTINY”

“ Battleground*' !

BATTLE CIRCUS
Keenan Wynn - Robert Keith ■ Richard Brooks
I.,.,

b»

Allan RivhiM onG Lowro Karr

Co etorr.«c (THAT’S *V BOY)
_________________________

Camden Theatre

ITO-tX-iTI

thrills, laughs and romance than

Sunday—Continuous 3.00—10.34—Last Show at 8.30
Monday—2.00—0.25—8.30—HONEY-QUIZ AT 8.10

■HM.WUUS’—.

Margaret M. Stone, Sec.-Treas.

in

’

< b.
JOSfFH CONRAD
CONRAD
b, JOSEPH

/

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE,

Allyson

|the$IC«T H
^SHARER

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

HAZEN E. COOK

| JAMES MASON

P.«<M Dipiiipn Dnnnvc
by

HIVllMnU UnUUnj

odtxed I

PandroS. Berman X".?.*

ROCKLAND

A Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 28,1953
For Easter Week
Special Services Will Be
Held At People’s Metho
dist Church, Union

Social Matters

MISS CONANT HAPPILY SURPRISED

ples Methodist Church in Union,

The Women's Mission Circle of the
First Baptist Church met Tuesday
afternoon in the church vestry
for White Cross work
Five boxes
of school and hospital supplies were
packed and sent to the Belgian
Congo, while others worked rolling
bandages

SEN I ER*CRANE'S

MW JW
IN

PINTS and QUARTS to Take Home

GRAND OPENING
SATURDAY... 12 NOON

WSCS Met
The WSCS was entertained at
the home of Mrs Annie Billings
and Mrs. Violet Billings Wednes
day with the following present:
Mrs Sadie Myrick. Mrs Elizabeth
Morton, Mrs. Lizzie Burgess, Mrs.
Mabel Durgin. Mrs Elsie Barnard.
Mrs. Hazel Sherburne. Mrs. Viola
Rayner. Mrs. Callie Thompson.
(Mrs Edith Wooster
Mrs. Drink
water of Searsmont was a guest
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. Elsie Barnard.

Chureh News

’--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------

At the Chestnut Street Baptist
Church. Dr M H Dorr. Jr , pas
tor. Palm Sunday services will be
as follows: 9.30 a. m., Church

NOW... SOMETHING NEW

2 DELICIOUS FLAVORS

| low-ship meets at the Parish House.

I Leaders for the service will be
Sally Crockett, Richard Brown,
and John Christie Wednesday.
| April 1, at 10 a. m., The Ladies'
Circle meets at the Parish House
4 p. m., Membership Preparation
Class for young people will meet
in the minister’s study.
The
church is open each day during
tlie week to anyone for prayer and
meditation Enter, Rest and Pray

New Coats
For Girls, Sizes 3 to 8 Years

Toddlers' Coats
I

COME!... BE OUR GUEST...

and delicious flaor.

ONE

Baby Boy's

DAIRY JOY

Coats

Given Away

In Linen and Corduroy
Light Blue Only.

FREE
with this coupon

OFFER OOOD ONLY

I

New Dresses

MARCH 28 & 29

(

Sizes 1, 2 and 3 Yean
Ever-Glaze and Nylon

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

DAIRY JW
laBU—I

Sizes 1, 2 and 3 Years
Plain Red. Navy and Checks

CLIP THIS COUPON

the

Farns

The 55th Conference of the the various countries they repre Mrs. Joyce Champlin, legislation
Mrs. Howard Proctor of
Maine Society Daughters of the sented.
chairman, was in charge of the
American Revolution was held in Rockland is State Chairman.
program and presented the speak
Bangor, by invitation of Frances
ers, Seth Low and Miss Dorothy
Dighton Williams Chapter, March
Lawry, representatives to legisla
24-25. Mrs. Ashmead White, State
ture from the Rockland area
Regent, presided. Sessions were
held in the First Methodist Chureh, Will Be Held April 14 Spon
Miss Laivry explained to the
sored Bv Augusta Cham
Pine street, and the credential
group the channels through which
committee reported 230
voting
ber Of Commerce
a bill has to go before it becomes
strength. Several guests were pres
The Capital City will play host a law. A bill inigiht have its start
ent, one from Michigan. When the
brought
strains of "Pomp and Circum to hundreds of visitors from every from recommendations
stance’' were played by Mrs. E. C. corner of the state when it spon out in the Governor's inaugural
Snow, organist, there entered the sors a reception and ball honoring address, from a group of people
state
regent,
national
officers, Gov. and Mrs. 3urton M. Cross in a city cr town and a legislator
might have a direct Interest in a
state officers, guests, and regent of
Tuesday afternoon and evening, matter that would require the
the hostess chapter, Mrs. Emery
April 14.
J need of bill being made up and
Cushman. Greetings were extend
Tickets for the ball, planned for j presented.
A legislator has to
ed in behalf of the City of Bangor.
Augusta City Hall, have been dis
bring up, or present, the bill and
Reports of state officers were read,
tributed throughout the state, but
, it first goes to the director of
those of chapter regents, and an
a limited number is still available,
nouncements made
Regent of j They may be obtained from B M j legislative research who writes it
up so as to bring forth the irate-nit
Lady Knox Chapter of Rockland,
! Johnstone, executive secretary of
Mrs. Raymond Watts, gave an in the Augusta-Hallowell Chamber of of the bill in proper language. It
teresting report of the activities Commerce, who is general chair- i then goes to the special commiti tee into whose category it would
during the past year of her chap : man.
ter. A Memorial Service was held ! The public reception will be fit and from there it is taken up
for those Daughters who have en from 2 to 2.30 p. m„ in the State at the House or Senate from
. which it had first come Public
tered into Eternal Life
House, giving all State o'Mainers
Tuesday evening, a reception was : and their guests an opportunity to : hearings are held so that all pros
j and cons may be heard by the
held in the Bangor House Iaidles' ) meet Gov. and Mrs. Cross,
Parlor In the receiving line were j The ball will start at 9 p. m„ .special committee so that they
Governor and Mrs. Burton M. with a reception and grand march. may make recommendations. Aft
Cross of Augusta. (Mrs. Cross is a The Governor's
executive and er it has been acted upon by both
member of Koussinoc Chapter, Au members of his staff will take part House and Senate, it goes to the
gusta, and has a special interest in in the reception. Music will be by- ’ governor for his signature and
D.A.R.
work)
Mrs.
Ashmead Lloyd Rafnell's 12-piece orchestra. three months after tlie legislative
White, state regent, Frederick S.
Mayor Brooks Brown, Jr., is hon- session is over, it becomes a law.
Seth Low. who is on the budget
Newman, banker of Bangor, et. ' orary chairman of the committee
als. Then followed a banquet, after I on arrangements. An advisory com- committee, spoke on that phase
which the annual award of a Gov : mittee, composed largely of those and he explained that their meeternment Bond to our State Good i who have been active in past bi- I ings start in the fall before legis
Citizen for the year, Miss Alice j ennial receptions, is taking care of lature convenes. It is their duty
to check the expenses of the va
Savage, member of the senior i details.
class of Portland High School. I These committees have issued a rious state committees and recon
Governor Cross called for “Return j cordial invitation to people from cile the requests for funds with
Considera
of Power of Government to Peo every section of the state to attend the expected revenue
ple” in his inspiring address Fred | the reception, the ball—or better tion has to be given too, to new
erick S. Newman showed films yet—both functions, honoring the appropriation bills coming up. This
is one of the most important
taken in Europe and spoke on State’s Number One Citizen.
phases of work because one must
“Our Present Day Protection of
continually have an eye into the
Democracy.” He is a former mem
future
What might be a com
ber of the Army of Occupation in
(Continued from Page S x)
paratively small request or budget
Austria and with his family spent
six years there. He said, “Perhaps 1145 a. m„ Bible School for all Item now. might grow to be a con
our best program is the student ages; 6 p. m„ Baptist Youth Fel siderable sum in a few years and
and Technical expert exchange lowship will meet in the vestry and funds might not be available then
whereby people from foreign coun at 7.15 regular Sunday evening ser : to carry on the initial work. Mr.
tries come here and see how we vice. There will be an old favorite j Low went into detail on some
live.” He felt that probably the hymn sing, special music, prayer, : phases of the various state com
best propaganda of the United and a brief message from the mittee budgets and in the cases
States is the presence of the Red Bible, ' Peter said unto Him, Lord, ! cf increases he told what they
Army in Austria. “Whenever they why cannot I follow thee now? I j were for.
are in occupation of the territory, will lay down my life for thy
A question and answer period
you can be sure the people in gen sake."
followed, and the audience had an
Monday at 7 p. m, at the vestry opportunity to have matters of
eral are in sympathy with freedom
under the direction of Miss Marion personal interest explained further.
as we know it.”
Maine D.A.R. went on record as Bartlett and Miss Barbara Young,
A short business meeting was
approving the United Nations in the Colonist group of Pioneer Girls held after the program and Lu
will meet; on Tuesday 7.30 p. m..
its original form “as a parliament
cille Connon was accepted as a
prayer meeting. Wednesday, the
of sovereign nations working to
new member of the Club.
Ladies Aid will meet in the vestry
gether to bring about lasting
President Cross announced that
and Friday after school the Pil
peace.” The group also adopted a
the State board meeting would be
grim group of Pioneer Girls will
resolution calling for support of
held in Waterville on April 11, and
meet in the home of Mrs Norma
the Bricker Bill; this proposes an
all interested in attending were
Dorman on Warren street.
"amendment to the Constitution
asked to give their names to Mrs
of the United States designed to
Here's a reminder to all motor Virginia Knight.
protect the Constitution against ists. Children are at play later
nullification of any rights enjoyed in • the evenings now as daylight
under the Constitution by means hours leng-then and the outdoor
of so-called Treaty Laws.’’
temperatures get warmer.
When
“Service after the sale” is our
In the Home Makers' Dress Con children forget to be careful, our slogan and has been since "B.oadtest (in which two lovely dresses State Police tell us that motor casting Began.” Experience and
were entered by 4-H Club girls un ists must be prepared to stop technical knowledge combined with
der the leadership of Mrs. Loana quickly. For the protection of
proper, latest instruments insure
Shibles of Rockport) the awards child life, always reduce speed at
our customers TV satisfaction.
went to girls from Auburn and the sight of children, playgrounds, House-Sherman, Inc., Main St.,
Machias. These two dresses will be and schools.
Rockland.
Adv.
taken to Washington and entered
in the national contest.

Governor's Ball

Church News

Tele Vision

Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. scrap
book won Red Ribbon award, 2d
prize, Mrs H. P Blodgett, chair
man. Best films of year selected;
“The Greatest Show- on Earth,,”
“Robinhood" and “Hans Christian
Anderson.”

When your hands are on the
steering wheel of an automobile,
your life is in those hand6, observe
our State Police. Be a stickier for
A new Chapter was welcomed
obeying traffic regulations and al
ways mind your motor manners into the State Society, “The Tis-

EASTER AT THE BABY SHOP

• NEW TASTE THRILL CHOCOLATE
• EVER POPULAR VANILLA

Club held Its
at

worth Museum, Wednesday night.

W
WWWW i
SALE OF RECORDS J
69c

creamy. It's made freezer-fresh in our new auto
matic continuous freezer. It s a real thrill to watch
it made, an even greater thrill to revel in its purity

program meeting

ices at 10.30 a. m . to share in the

CONESMALTS-SUNDAES

B.P.W. Affairs

fessional Women’s

Awards To Home-Makers

all are invited to attend the serv

fellowship of Holy Week.
The
sermon will be on "Divine Judg
ment" with the pastor, Rev John
A. Baxter, preaching.
On
Maundy Thursday,
new
members will be received during
The Women's Association of The the 7.30 p m service. The sacra
First Baptist Church met in the ment of Holy Communion will be
j Church Parlors Wednesday after- 1
administered following the recep
noon, March 25, at 2:30
tion of members. All are invited
to share this special hour of fel
The Chapin Class of the Univer- i lowship on the day that Jesus ac
j saliat Church will meet Tuesday tually broke bread with His disci
night with Miss Beatrix Flint, 86 ples for the last time.
The Peoples' Methodist Church
Summer street.
will observe the traditional threeLouis Pietroski is a surgical pa hour Good Friday service from 12
tient at Knox Hospital
noon until 3 p. m
All are invited
to attend this service and share
The South tytd 4-H Club met in the fellowship of suffering of
Anyone having articles for the Thursday at the leader’s home, Christ who died that we might
Miss Beverly Conant
rummage sale to be held Saturday, with five members present. Their have eternal life
The fullest
Miss Beverly Conant was the beautiful scene to be taken at this
March 28 in the Undercroft ol St. work was discussed, games played meaning of the Easter message
guest of honor at a surprise bridal time by Robert Uzzell.
Peter's Episcopal Church, is re and refreshments served.
The can be attained only if all share
Following the opening of the
quested to leave them at the Un next meeting will be on April 11 the hours of Christ's suffering as shower Wednesday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bus- many gifts, a delicious lunch was
dercroft Friday afternoon between at 10 o'clock at the home of Gloria well.
well, Talbot avenue The delightful served by the committee with Mrs
2 and 4 p. m If they are to be Kavanaugh
They will work on
affair was sponsored by the Bar- Paul Snow and Miss Conant pre
called for please phone Mrs Walter their project and have a TV party.
The Tonian Circle of the Univer
aca Class of the Methodist Church, siding at the punch bowls.
C. Ladd, Tel. 512-J or Mrs John Each member is to take a box salist Church will hold a supper
with thc entire parish participat
Beautiful
floral
arrangements
meeting Wednesday night at the
M. Richardson. Tel. 1044 .
36*38 lunch.
ing. The officers of Baraca. who throughout the spacious home were
church with Miss Katherine Veazie
acted as a committee on arrange done by Mrs. Robert Uzzell, who
as hostess. Members who have not
ments, were: Mrs Buswell, Mrs. assisted Mrs. Buswell with her du
already signified their intentions of
Thelma Stanley, Miss Eva Rogers ties as hostess. A bouquet of or
attending are asked to notify Muss
and Ralph U. Clark.
ange blossoms was the gift of Mrs
Veazie by Monday.
A beautifully decorated bridal Dora Bird.
umbrella, the handwork of Mrs.
The wedding of Miss Conant and
FAMOUS PLYMOUTH LABEL
Mrs Donald C. Leach enter
Cheever Ames, graced a large table Corille Bamford will take place on
tained a group from the Odds and
45 RPM “Extended Play”
which was literally loaded with April 25 at 4 p. m at the Pratt
Ends of the Congregational Church
At Least 4 Tunes On Each Record
attractively wrapped gifts for the Memorial Methodist Church. The
Tuesday night at her home on
♦ Country Dances
' Old Time Favorites
bride-to-be. As a special souvenir bride-to-be is the daughter of Rev
Cotton Eyed Joe. I’m a Mar
Broadway. The evening was de for Miss Conant, the committee
12 tunes including Sweet
and Mrs Merle S Conant of this
ried Man. Herr Schmidt,
Adeline. East Side. West Side
voted to planning a card party to had arranged for pictures of the city.
Italian
Dream
Waltz
Polka Parade
be held in the near future. Re
Jolly Fellows. Golden Stars » Piano Gems
freshments were served by the
Liebstraum, Minute Waltz,
Polka. Be Happy Polka, etc
School Church Membership Class
Moments Musicaux, Clare de
hostess. Present were Mrs Fred
South American Tangos
10.45 a m. Divine Worship with
Lune
Harden,
Jr.,
Mrs
Lendon
C.
JackCAMDEN
Always Alive, a Media Luz, » Irish Melodies
1 sermon by the pastor on the
son.
Jr,
Mrs
Richard
French.
La Cumparsita, El Choclo
The Last Rose of Summer,
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
theme "Superlative Love." There
Mis. Roland Ware, Mrs Wesley
Vienese Waltzes
Come Back To Erin. Believe
Correspondent
will be special music by the choir
Wine. Women and Song. You
Me If All Those Endearing
Telephone 2197
Wasgatt, Mrs. Harold Leach and
There is a nursery school for chil
and I, Vienna Bon Bons,
Young Charms, I'll Take You
Miss Madeline Philbrick.
Mrs
dren five years old and younger
Home Again Kathleen
Morning Journals
Frederick Reichel was unable to
* W'estern Songs
Organ Music
The Monday Club will meet at This is for the convenience of
attend
Rocky Mountain Yodeler. Big
Schubert's Serenade, The Old
the home of Mrs. Helen Mont parents who wish to attend Morn
Rock Candy Mountain, The
Refrain. Humoresque. Glow
gomery. The reader will be Mrs ing Worship. At 6.30 p. m , YPF
Swiss Yodelers
Worm
i Man and wife should have a
At 7 p. m , Service of Baptism.
Dorothy Packard
• Dinner Music
Danube Waltzes
common interest to discuss—but
Tales of Vienna Woods, Blue
Skaters Waltz. Artists Life,
The next meeting of the Junior All are welcome to our services.
most men hate to read continued
Danube, My Darling, Waltz
Nymphs of Danube, Waltz
Parents will be held Monday night
At First Congregational Church
Dream
stories all the time
Dream
April 6 at 7.15 at the Knowlton E Roy Burchell. pastor, services
» Hawaiian Favorites
Polka Time
Street School.
Halover, Na Lii, etc.
Sama, Vox Polka, It's Rain
Drivers are reminded by tlie
for the week will be as follows:
* Famous Marches
ing. Golden Slippers
Mrs Olive Ogier is a surgical
Maine
State
Police
to
be
alert
for
National Emblem, Stars and
Friday,
March 27. at 10 a. m.. Wo
Dance Time
patient at the Camden Community
Stripes Forever. Blaze Away
new highway caution signs during
Thoughts of You, Tales of
men's Fellowship Food Sale at the
Hospital.
DeMolav Commandery
Vienna Woods. Besos Arthe«e early spring days. Each
38-lt
Mrs David Hart is a surgical Carlton French store, proceeds to
diente, It’s Raining
spring, the sprouting of signs say
Sunday, March 29.
patient at the Camden Community go to Care
ing Bump and Road Repair signal
I Palm Sunday, at 9 15 a. m„ SunHospital
approach to road locations where
! day Church School; 10.30 a. m ,
Club 15 Entertained
drivers should be extra careful
Morning Worship The sermon to
Club 15. formerly the Busy Fin pic, "Were You There?" is the
ger Club, met Wednesday night sixth in the Lenten series. “Light
at the home of Pauline Leo
A From the Cross." A nursery school
The Season's Newest Taste Sensation!
mystery supper was enjoyed by is conducted in the Parish House
the following members: Mrs. Flo- , during the church hour for the
rice MacCoole. Mrs. Betty Pires. convenience of parents of small
Mrs Betty McKenney. Mrs. 7’at children who may wish to attend
Dougherty, Mrs. Edna Bland, Mrs. Morning Worship. At 1130 a m.,
Marjorie Kelley.
Miss Barbara I a Service oi Baptism will be held
Dyer. Mias Evelyn Thompson. Mrs. ior adults who will become memBarbara
Mathieson,
Marjorie J bers of the church on Maundy
Boynton, and Mrs. Mary Burgess Thursday and have not been bap
of Rockland. The next meeting tized before
At 4 p. m., Junior
will be with Mrs. Edna Bland next . and Senior Choir rehearsal for
Wednesday.
Easter. At 5 30 p. m„ Pilgrim Fel-

get a Free serving of the season's newest
TASTE SENSATION. It's entirely different from any
ice cream you’ve had before. Marvelously rich and

DAR CONFERENCE IN BANGOR

Rockland Legislators Low
Maine Daughters Heard Governor Cross and Lawry Described the
Work Of Committees
—Approved United Nations— Made
The Rockland Business and Pro

On Palm Sunday at the Peo
Sunday, March 29. will be the
climax Sunday at the First Baptist
Church of the Church Membership
Revival Program which has been
carried out in the month of (March.
All local church members have been
contacted during the month by lett
ers and by calls regarding the pri
vileges and responsibilities of church
’membership Interest has also been
aroused through the awarding of
certificates to those with perfect
attendance during the month. Next
Sunday all church members will
have an opportunity to re-register
as members of the First Baptist
Church of Rockland as a sign of
their re^fdication to Christ and to
service for Him through the local
church. It is hoped that all church
members who possibly can will be
present.
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Corduroy Sets - $5.95 and $6.95
Crawlers - $1.98 and $2.98
Corduroy and Seersucker, Padded Knees

bury Manor” Chapter of Monson,
Me
Vocal soloist of Wednesday
afternoon was 5^rs James C. De
witt of Bangor, accompanied by
William J Cupp.
The 506th Strategic-Fighter Wing
Commander, Col William E. Ber
tram, recently returned from a
tour of duty in Korea, said that
Dow Field is one of the bases in
the country well suited to the mis
sion of his command by virtue of
its long runways and other facili
ties which make it an important
installation.
He
declared that
Loyalty is of paramount importance
in the Air Force, without it one
cannot have a "going concern;”
and praised the Daughters of the
American Revolution
for
their
Loyalty and pride in their ances
tors' services to their country.

The sessions ended with the
presentation of "Life in Other
Countries" by pupils ot the Paul
Revere Junior American Citizen
ship Club of Brewer. The mem
bers were attired in costumes of

Polo Shirts

( EARLY SPRING
BEDDING SPECIAL
HOW LONG IS IT SINCE
you’ve replaced your bed
ding? NOW IS YOUR OP
PORTUNITY TO SAVE.

3 PIECE HEADBOARD GROUP
Consisting of twin or double bed size plastic
Headboard, Box Spring on legs, and comfortable,
high grade Innerspring Mattress.
EASY TERMS IF DESIRED

1-6 Years

WAITRESSES WANTED

CORNER MAVERICK AND CAMDEN STS.

CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP

MA HUBBARD

ROCKLAND, MAINE

9 LIMEROCK STREET

Comer Main and Lindsey Sta.

Apply in Pereon

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BUILDING

37-tf

352 MAIN ST.,

TEL 980,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Will Meet At Orono

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Captain Scott Scans His Log

Seventh Annual Meeting Of
Garden Club Federation
To Be At U.,of M.
Seventh Annual Garden Club
Federation of Maine Day, 9 a. m„
to 4 p m„ Apri] 1. at the Univer
sity of Maine, includes a program
of 10 speakers on horticulture, gar
dening, flower arranging and a
flower show of eight classes for the
special interest of all guests at
tending the 46th annual Farm and
j Home Week. Mrs. Allan P. Gillis of
Milo, federation
president, will
preside, the morning program to be
presented at the Little Theatre and
! the afternoon program in Alumni
I Hall.
Edward D. Johnson of Augusta
j and Monmouth, state horticulturist
State Department of Agriculture,
who is federation chairman of hor! ticulture and Prof. Roger Clapp,
associate professor of horticulture,
i U. of N.. co-chairmen of the fedj eraticn committee for Garden FedI erat'on Day. have arranged the
following program ln co-operation
j
with the College of Agriculture,
Nine a. m„ Ideas for Your Gar
den, illustrated lecture by Mrs. Lo
ren H Thompson of Brewer, feder
ation chairman of programs and
lectures; 10 a. m„ African Violets ,
Can Be Fun. Mrs. Edna M. Roberts '
proprietor cf Cider Hill Greenhouse

<3 REALM of
by

Gladys S. Heistad

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
the office ot ohazzon—et first a al scope, enduring beauty and uni
lesser precentor — assumed great versal meaning. Like the Psalms,
importance; the finest chazzanim the modern Israeli and Palestinian
exerted a powerful influence on songs are close to the people; to
subsequent development of Jewish their native land regained, to
earth and sky. love and worship
mulsc.
"The Jews in exile during the They speak to and for humanity,
Middle Ages naturally came under j ln the most direct of languages;
the Influence of Christian Church for 'genuine music ls the offspring
music and of European folk songs of profound emotion, of exaltation,
such as those of the minnesinger pain or Joy'.''
(These program notes were pre
ln Germany Fascinating parallels
exist between the two traditions, pared by Katharine B. Neilson).

Arturo Toscanini, the world's the Oarden,” "Opening a Bazaar,"
• 0 • o
greatest orchestral conductor, ob "In Church in Italy," etc., but especially where, as in the case of
Among
the
new
offerings by Co
the Psalms, the texts are held in
served his 88th birthday last Wed there were others that were new
coming by Jew and Christian. lumbia Artists, Inc., (known to us
to many.
as sponsors of the Community
nesday, March 25. Judging from
I always marveled ln watching From the Italian Renaissance on Concerts), ls St. Paul’s Cathedra^
recent pictures of the Maestro and her and listening to her how she ward one finds both synagogue and
1 Choir (London) which ls to tour
also from letters received from New could seem to fill the stage with secular songs which are purely
' the United States during October
European
in
form
and
cannot
be
York friends, he grows more frail the characters of her invention,
called Jewish from a musical and November of this year. The
and ethereal looking, yet retains how these characters grew in
standpoint.
The Protestant Ref Invitation has come from a spon
range and subtlety. She has stood
that magical perfection of musi
ormation.
especially
in Germany, soring committee presided over by
at the head of her profession and
Justice Owen Roberts, formerly of
cianship that no other orchestral
I guess there are few today in this helped to further this westerniza
the U. S. Federal Court, and was
conductor can seem to reach. To
tion
of
Jewish
music,
and
there
field who can even approach her.
day Toscanini is conducting the
was increasing enthusiasm ln the made as a gesture of gratitude for
• • • •
i the roll of honor and lAemorial
NBC Symphony in his last concert
A Boston friend who is a devo 17th and 18th centuries for canta J chapel in St. Paul's to the( 28,000
of the season, heard over the NBC
tas,
oratorios
and
instrumental
se

tee of the Boston Museum of Fine
I U. S. service men and women sta
Network 6.30 to 7.30 p. m„ and it
Arts kindly sends me programs of lections before or during services, tioned in Great Britain who died
will be a benefit for the Artists Ve
‘
Jewish
musicians
were
often
em

the Concert and Lecture Series
I during the War. The Choir will
terans Hospital Programs and the
given on alternate Sunday after ployed in Christian churches, while give recitals ln a number of cities
Hospitalized Veterans Music Servnoons.
Recently this Mend at Christians performed ln Sabbath In America. The 30 boys and 18
ice. The program will be a presen
tended a lecture by Mrs. Yves services at the synagogue; they men will be accompanied by the
tation of Beethoven's "Missa SoHenry Buhler, assistant in Early even compcsed music for one an Chancellor, the Succentor, the
lemnis” by the orchestra distin
American Silver, on “Early Asr.eri- other.
headmaster of the Choir School,. »
guished soloists and chorus.
I can Jewish Silver,” and concert of
“By the 18th century when the
Toscanini's career is too fabulous I religious and secular Jewish music ’ first Jews came to America, revolu- two organists and other officials *
• • • •
ta need recapitulation. Chief con, presented by David Laurent, bari , tionary or free-thinking move
The
Berkshire
Festival
at
ductor ot two of the world's great
tone, and Louise Moore, pianist, ments were strong throughout the Tanglewood, Ler.ox, Mass., is an
est opera houses. La Scala and the
western
world.
Early
ln
the
19th
these being in correlation with the
nouncing its summer concert. July
Above appears steamer Mor.hegan at Tenant's Harbor. On navigating into such a port Captain Scott York Village, who has a large dis- Metropolitan, musical director or
’ century reformed Jewish congrega11 and 12: Bach Programs. July 18
says—"A coastwise skipper feels his way from buoy to buoy and veers his ship to prevent the rockweed play of violets each year at the guest conductor of many world fa exhibit of Early American Jewish
Portraits and Silver. The program , tions were springing up on this and 19: Mozart Programs. July 26:
from fouling his propeller.”
Bostoi Flower Show; 11 a mJ mous orchestras, and since 1936 di
|
side
of
the
Atlantic,
with
hymnnotes are most Interesting and
Strauss. Milhaud, Ravel. Foss
434 West 120 Street
swinging around at the dock in
The passing years has not oblit- Gardening For Moderns—Forum, rector of the NBC Symphony, he
informative, so much so that I am . singing in English or German, and July 26: Haydn Program.
Now York, N. Y.
Portland, as the wind was south- erated yr,ur face from the pages of Mrs. Agnes Gibbs. Portland, Home has made musical history since he
moved to quote them here in part: | other Protestant practices, even, in
west. Capt. Clark thought she was my scrap leg. I remember faces Economics Director, Maine Broad was 19. Toscanini's gesture towards
March 12, 1953
The ancient
“Jewish music has been described time, organ music.
swinging too fast, we let go the and facts that is why I am writing casting System, moderator; Prof, philanthropies, musical or other
Capt F. M Cole
CLARK ISLAND
;
forms
and
customs
were
preserved
403 Herbertson Avenue
anchor to hold her head up to the these articles. I can see both you R°Ser Clapp; Edward D. Johnson; wise, is characteristic. The Red as ‘the song of Judaism through J with difficulty by conservatives,
Albert Grant ls a medical patient
the
life
of
the
Jew
.
.
.
the
tonal
Port Richmond, '
windward until we could get a bow and Martin Nasheim as plain as Cecil J Reynolds, professor of Cross, Casa Verdi, the New York
the more so because chazzanim at Knox Hospital, Rockland.
line out.
j though it were yesterday. I was English, U. of M.. and Gladiolus Infirmary fcr Women and Children, expression of Jewish life and de
Staten Island, Now York.
Church News
velopment over a period of more with adequate talents and training
Dear Capt. Cole:
When this anchor was hove in1 Capt. Clarks chief officer during, specialist; Moody F. Trevett, asso- have been previously benefited
were naturally loath to leave good
The first of the annual Holy
than
2000
years.'
It
ls
essentially
•
•
•
•
I hcpe to answer your letter nobody noticed that old Dan Do-j h's entire career as master and I, elate agronomist, Agriculture Exposts in Europe. Today the num Week services will be held Mon
The 30th annual observance of vocal rather than instrumental al ber of Jewish artists ln all fields day night at Clark Island Church.
through the columns of The Cour herty. I think you remember him.; wa« with him on the night that1 Petimcnt station, U. of M.; 1.30 p.
though
harps,
trumpets,
bells,
wood
____
__
such
a
familiar
figure
as
he
was
;
the
Gov
Dingley
had
to
fight
for
rn
Garden
Problems
clinic
for
National Music Week will take
ier-Gazette as it is most interesting
is extraordinary. From the deep Rev. Dagino, Pastor of the Little-^l
and I want to set youstraight on | cn Atlantic avenue in Boston. They her life when a load of lumber held audience participation, Elward D place May 3 to 10, according to an winds, and percussion instruments
est
and strongest of national roots field Baptist Church In Rockland
one point. I was notthe second [ used to
say that when Dan was hack mountains of water, and en- Johnson, leader; Paul M. Bessev. announcement issued by T. E of various kinds were in use from
has come flowering of internation will be the speaker.
mate at that time you mention. I i paid off, Peter Crowleys Bar on cased in a solid block of ice, we' Instructor in horticulture and veg- Rivers, secretary of the National early times. Like other branches
was the first officer
and Sylvia Atlantic avenue ordered six more made Portland. Capt. Ernest Clark ptab.e gardening. U. of M; Prof. and Inter-American Music Week of Oriental music, it has a modal
basis as contrasted with the rhyth
O’Brien was my thirdofficer, and i kegs ofbeer. Dan had thrown his J U one master in a thousand whoRoger Cl’PP; Dr.
Franklin P Eg- Committee.
AT YOUR DAY'S JEWELRY STORES
that slipping of the anchor cable, shoes on top of the wild cat on the* could have brought the Governor - ?er‘- head of the Department of
This year, National Music Week mic and harmonic forms character
Melodies are
is as clear to me in my mind as windlass. One shoe was thrown j Dingley through that night.
| Horticulture U. of M.; and Mrs. will stress co-operation with United istic of the West.
though it happened only yester-[ clear of the windlass when the' i also
remember
President Edna M' Roberts: 230 to 4 P- n’ States defense forces, the keynote very freely treated, with emphasis
! Let's Arrange Flowers. It's Fun— of the observance to be "Enrich on ornament rather than on sus
tained tone improvisation is im
if you think back and I think you the ether had revolved and caught - trips and I have sat many times j a demonstration by Miss Anne Your Life With Music.”
and your partner were present so tljc heel of the shoe didn't al-1 on the settee ln the back of the pi- Frances Hodgkins. New York City
“We are making an earnest re portant rather than rhythmic pat
(Martin Nasheim)
when Capt.' lew the compressor to hold the lot house when he was at the and Harpswell, Garden Federation quest this year,” Mr. Rivers said, tern.
"In their original unaccompanied
Clark called me to the pilot house, chain firmly, and the vibration of wheel. Mrs. Roosevelt never came chairman of flower shows and 'that all towns near training camps,
as
a lecturer air and naval bases, give special at form the psalms and prayers would
That incident was too serious for the ship on the run from Portland into the wheel house. She always widely known
me to forget. I was at lunch in the to Eastport had caused slack, and stood out in front of the pilot throughout the eastern states and tention to service men in shaping be more freely ornamented than is
dining room at the time that hap allowed the chain to run freely. house if she happened to come up Canada.
their plans for Music Week. Plans the ease where instrumentals setThe state-wide flower show of
pened. I can feel the old Governor Someone might say why was the on deck with him.
may include public appearances for tines have been given them. The
the Garden Federation to be staged
"Dingley vibrate now I knew what devil's claw not on. It was when we
Capt. cole mueh water has run on the second floor of the Library talented service men, tickets free or ancient Temple at Jerusalem had a
it was, the dropping of an anchor, left Portland, but as you know. over thV dam since I first saw you.
at nominal cost to music events, sizeable orchestra, but Jewish in
re. was a line running from the j j am
Ncw York permanently’but under the direction of Miss Anne and provision for musical instru strumental music, whether sacred
but the Dingley was underweigh
at full speed. I was so confused devil's claw up through a sheave my appointments keep me a little F. Hodgkins is open to exhibits of ments for camps where needed." or secular, was intended only for
potted plants in the horticulture
that I could hardly lift my uniform in the cartings Everybody who bit on {he gQ ,JU, j want tQ
Last year 39 state Governors is accompaniment, either of bodily
coat from the hat rack. However went into the lower forecastle al- Ycu hare galncd a captainshipi classes and compositions of flower sued proclamations or official state movement or of the voice. After
I was not long getting to the scene ways supported themselves by this through
thg
apprcnt;ceship on and plant materials In the ar ments to the press recommending the destruction of tlie Temple in
and by that time Capt. Clark had line, and in doing so had hauled it 5tPamrrs tha, cut the b1u(? watpr, rangement classes by all interest participating in Music Week. The the first century of our era. all in
stopped the Dingley. I handled the up into an upright position which . ,b Fenchscot r-., and ,h„ 3... ed exhibitors whether members or committee expects that more will strumental music was forbidden,
windlass myself. Tive reason this, made it useless. If the Devil's claw Qf p,,^. You and r
owe non members of the Garden Fed do so this year.
though after a time it was again
anchor chain had slipped was the had been on it would have locked much tQ ' thf Eastcrn Stcamshlp eration. All exhibits must be in
• • • •
permitted as an accompaniment to
fact that we had anchored when the cnatn.______________________ Lines They gave us the trainlng place for Judging by 10 a. m. April
Many remember the inimitable prayers, as an added source of in
1st. It is hoped that most of the
under officers who were unequaled exhibits may remain in place performances given by gifted Ruth spiration.
in an Exquisite NEW Modern Mounting
"Every mood of mankind finds
Draper, famous monologist, in past
in coastwise navigation They were throughout April 2.
expression in the Psalms—praise,
the old school steamboatmen. They
Exhibits will be Judged and com summers, largely in Camden. Miss
were not steamship men. A steam ments written on cards to promote Draper has been in London mak penitence, adoration, supplication,
Jewish song,
ship man drops his pilot ln deep a better understanding .of judges' ing appearances at the Globe The despair and joy.
water and proceeds on his way. A decisions ana to encourage more atre, presenting four distinct pro whether sacred or secular, is an
coastwise man feels his wav from people to exhibit in other flower grams during a six-week season. unsurpassed vehicle for all of these
buoy to buoy and veers his ship to shows. chairmen and consultants They include most of the old favo A basis of folk song, and vivid
prevent the rockweed from fouling ! tor th, flower shbw clas.,es who are rites, on which her early reputa emotional color, give to this vocal
his propeller. The Fiddler Ledge; to receive notification immediately tion was built, such as "Showing music a universality that trans
cends the boundaries of time and
Buoy is in a blanket of fog. he has|Of exhibits to be entered are an
run his time, he slows her down nounced by Miss Hodgkins.
table with one place setting, Mrs race
“Temple services were at first in
and tries to get an echo. He gets
Horticultural classes with com Robert B. McLaughlin. Hampden,
it, but the Fox Island Thorough mon and botanical names of plants chairman;
arrangement ln
a the hands of the priests, assisted
fare is a small hole in the makeup' given: one flowering plant.' Mrs. named commercial container. Mrs. by the Levites. hereditary profes
of the Maine coastline You can, Milton S. Blackwell. Presque Isle, Charles H Ellicott, Phillips, chair sional musicians As time went on.
Choose from these
also get too close to Quoddy on that chairman three flowering plants, man; arrangement of native ever and responsive congregational sing
Mitiot ond childron’t
outs.de run that you and I have Mrs. Roger Clapp, Orono, chair- greens using candle, candles, or fi ing came into use, the elders of the
drexsy black poiontlooth or
made in,the early days before ra-, man; one foliage plant Mrs. Wv- gurines as a center of interest. Mrs. synagogues elected precentors cho
OUTSTANDING VALUES
stylo. Also availobls In
while. GtCgfiQQ
dar ar.d ail the other technical ln-| man Cobb,
Falmouth Foreside, Allan Rowe, South Portland, chair sen from the laymen to represent
widths. Iliss } Vs
the people and to lead the respon
strument8 that has made obsolete j chairman; three foliage plants, man.
fll/V
**
our way of finding our position.
j Mrs. William W. Dennison. Bath,
Following
Garden Federation sive singing; they also read the
RESET your
Can you imagine the W. G. But- chairman; Arrangement classes; Day Miss Hodgkins returns to her Bible at services. Tenor voices
diamond like thisl
man goir.g’to Crie Haven on a radio arrangement suitable Tor a country winter home in New York City were the most sought after; in
Both mountmgi for oo//
beam? It would have been like a church. Mrs Donald W. Tozier. Au- ' where she is 1953 chairman of the early times it was felt that any
fish hawk following a gull to a weir ghsta. chairman; arrangement suit- Seventh Annual Flower Show at man with a fine voice was under
on brimstone. He would say "I am able for a Saturday night baked Gramercy Park of which she was moral obligation to offer his ta
lents for divine service.
Finally
with you brother but the Lord help bean supper, to be staged on a card show co-founder in 1947
Clrls* two-tons, brown & I
Artfutly fathionod in 14K
beige Carolina lit oxford ]
us both." Since then radar and all' "------------------------------------------------•old to fully accent dia
Contrasting
the other modern methods of navi- j
mond brilliance. Romorkspun eras
oble waluo ot this low cold
gation have made our methods im- I
sols Slits
practical, but although we used the,
to 9
hard way we reached the top We
Misses and children's
served well with what we had to
black patent leather one
I do with, and when I see the mod- ,
strap pump. Also avail*
IF ITS . . .
ern liners docking on Manhattans(
able in most stores in red
smooth loath*
qq
West Side. I don't envy their skiper. Sixes •
' pers. They have their troubles, but
Large storage or commercial refrigeration
. they don't have to look over the
RESET your diamond like thi»l
! side to see the backlash from the
NO TWISTING
Display cases of all types
1 paddlewheels throw long stream-,
or turning, like thie
ers of rockweed up on to bare rocks, j
I have letters that continue to j
lines of modern elegance that
Restaurant or hotel cooking equipment
come from those who served with'
dramatize diomond beauty. 14K
Miotot and chiMron't rod
gold settings stay locked togethert
me or were tn other departments of 1
oik Californio platform
Superb volue ot this special price.
z
Counter cooking equipment for stores or restaurants
the Eastern Steamship Lines, I
tondal Similar typot
Complete Selection of
have so many that I cannot answer
available in,
them all. but your letter Capt. Cole
other colon.
FEATURE LOCK
Commercial laundry equipment
Sixes E'/jI Ito 3.
is exceptional because you were a
i
MOUNTINGS
FEATURE-LOCK RINGS
part of a personnel of the most
stay
locked,
like
this
Commercial lighting
wonderful ship I ever sailed on the
Governor Dingley.
Walter E. Scott
Big Trade*In Allowance For
We are in the business to help you with your plans and installations! For
Your Old Mounting
Infanta' brown moceotin
Rugs wear better tf they are
- over 30 years we have helped otherS and will Welcome, the opportunity to
with whito Inlay. Alao
based on newspapers. Bundlea 10
cornea in
assist you. Our trained personnel have the "know-how." Just call our
tents and up at Tbe Courler-Gaever brown.
local office and thev will arranue io have a specialist contact vou.
aette
Waw
Sixes hYi te t. W
,
'.v

RESET YOUR Z

53500

7^

” (A (vwzt counts I

54500

$1500

BF

WISE - Economize with

EndicoH Johnson
*

Shoes

346 MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND. MAINE
PBICE.' SHOWN SUBJECT TO SALES TAX

CLAYT BITLER

Wants to See YOU About
TELEVISION

CENTRAL
r o w t«

AINE
OiwSANY

RMS IN TOWN

